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Recently, there has been a surge of interest in the estimation of the extent of the
airspace containing falling debris due to a space vehicle breakup. A precise computa-
tion of propagation of debris to the ground is not practical for many reasons. There is
insuﬃcient knowledge of the initial state vector, ambient wind conditions and the key
parameters including the ballistic coeﬃcients. In addition, propagation of all debris
pieces to the ground would require extensive computer time. In this thesis, a covari-
ance propagation method is introduced for the estimation of debris propagation due
to a space vehicle breakup. The falling debris is simulated, and the data are analyzed
to derive the probability of debris evolution in diﬀerent altitude layers over time. The
concept of positional probability ellipsoids is employed for the visualization of the
results. Through a case study, it is shown that while the results of the covariance
propagation method are in close agreement with those of the Monte Carlo method,
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Falling debris as a result of space vehicle breakup at high altitude during ascent to
orbit or descent from orbit poses a signiﬁcant risk to aircraft. Recently, there has
been a surge of interest on the estimation of the extent of the airspace containing
falling debris that is hazardous to aircraft [1-9]. Based on the available data from
the Space Shuttle Columbia, it has been concluded in [1] that there is a signiﬁcant
hazard to aircraft from space vehicle debris and that there is a delay of 8 to 20
minutes following a breakup before the risks to aircraft occurred. Depending upon
the altitude of the vehicle breakup, the physical properties of the pieces and the
ambient conditions, some debris could impact the ground in a few minutes, while
other debris capable of damaging or destroying an aircraft could continue to fall
for the next couple hours [7, 10-12]. In order to minimize the impact on normal
operations in the National Airspace System (NAS), below 60,000 feet, it is necessary
to identify the time duration between a conﬁrmed vehicle breakup and the time at
which hazardous debris falls through altitudes where aircraft are expected to operate
at diﬀerent geographical locations.
Currently, the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) employs a concept of oper-
ations [13] in which all altitudes from the Earth's surface to the breakup altitude are
instantaneously assumed to contain hazardous debris when, in reality, for the same
initial conditions the debris with a high ballistic coeﬃcient is expected to fall through
1
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the airspace faster than debris with a relatively lower ballistic coeﬃcient. This con-
cept requires the closure of signiﬁcant portions of the NAS, which could strain the
airspace capacity demands.
This thesis studies the feasibility of applying altitude stratiﬁcation to the esti-
mation of the extent of the airspace containing falling debris due to a space vehicle
breakup. Knowledge of altitude hazard layers and their time duration would enable
the air traﬃc managers and controllers to guide aﬀected aircraft away from the hazard
area before the debris from the breakup would reach the altitude at which aircraft
are ﬂying. The computation of hazard layers must be suﬃciently conservative in ac-
counting for uncertainties in both debris properties and ambient conditions to ensure
that aircraft are adequately protected.
In this work, the gravitational acceleration is assumed to vary with altitude ac-
cording to the inverse square gravity model. After deriving the 3D translational
equations of motion in a nondimensional form, these equations are integrated to ob-
tain a nominal trajectory using the state vector right before the breakup as the initial
state and the average ballistic coeﬃcient. The equations of motion are linearized
around the nominal trajectory and the problem is formulated as a continuous Gauss-
Markov process. Finally, a covariance propagation approach is introduced to estimate
the positional probability ellipsoids and to compare them with those obtained using
a Monte Carlo simulation of the nonlinear equations of motion. The main contribu-
tions of this thesis are (i) the development of a full nonlinear mathematical model
that reﬂects all of these assumptions and (ii) the statistical analysis based on both
the Monte Carlo method and the covariance propagation method to estimate the po-




2.1 Equations of Motion
2.1.1 3-D Translational Equations of Motion-Spherical Rotat-
ing Earth
The 3-DOF translational dynamics of a rigid body over a spherical rotating Earth
can be expressed as
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where r = re + z, re is the Earth's radius, z is the (geometric) altitude, and
V˙ω = rω
2
e cosφ (cosφ sin γ − sinφ sinψ cos γ) ,




e cosφ (cosφ cos γ + sinφ sinψ sin γ) ,
ψ˙ω = 2ωe(cosφ sinψ tan γ − sinφ)− rω
2
e
V cos γ sinφ cosφ cosψ.
The Earth's rotation rate is ωe and mass of the body is m. The ﬁrst three equations
are the kinematic equations, which yield the time derivatives of r, longitude θ, and
latitude φ. The latter three equations are the force equations that correspond to
the time derivatives of the heading ψ measured from East counterclockwise, ﬂight
path angle γ, and (relative) velocity V , respectively. The ﬂight path angle is positive
when V is above the local horizontal plane. Here, L and D are the lift and drag
forces, respectively; g denotes the gravitational acceleration, and σ is the bank angle
(between L and r − V plane). The terms V˙ω, γ˙ω, and ψ˙ω that are due to Earth's
rotation are usually negligible. However, for a long-range high-speed ﬂight the eﬀect
becomes signiﬁcant.
2.1.2 Gravity Model
Let ge denote the gravitational acceleration at zero altitude. Then according to the












Let T1 and h1 denote the temperature and altitude at the start of a linear region and
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where R = 287m2/(K ·s2) is the gas constant. The density variation in the isothermal
regions can be obtained as
ρ = ρ1e
−ge(h−h1)/(RT1).
Table 2.1 gives the values of temperature, pressure, and density at the boundaries
between the various isothermal segments of the atmosphere [14].
Table 2.1: Properties of the atmosphere at the isothermal gradient boundaries
Geopotential Geometric
altitude, altitude,
h, km z, km T , oK P , N/m2 ρ, kg/m3 dT/dh, oK/km
0 0 288.15 1.01325× 105 1.225 -6.5
11 11.019 216.65 2.2636× 104 3.639× 10−1 0
20 20.063 216.65 5.474× 103 8.803× 10−2 1
32 32.162 228.65 8.6805× 102 1.332× 10−2 -2.8
47 47.350 270.65 1.1095× 102 1.427× 10−3 0
52 52.429 270.65 5.9002× 101 7.594× 10−4 -2
61 61.591 252.65 1.8208× 101 2.511× 10−4 -4
79 79.994 180.65 1.03757 2.001× 10−5 0
88.74 90.0 180.65 0.16435 3.170× 10−5 




where ρe = 1.752 kg/m
3 and H = 6.7× 103 m.
A more accurate model is the MSISe-00 model, which allows to compute several
atmospheric parameters for a given date, time, altitude, latitude, and longitude. A
comparison of both models is shown in Figure 6.5.
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2.2 3-D Translational Equations of Motion-Spherical
Non-Rotating Earth
Let x1x2x3 denote the topocentric horizon coordinate system at the breakup instant.
The origin of this frame is at (θ0, φ0) on the Earth's surface, where (θ0, φ0) denote
the initial longitude and latitude. The x1x2 plane is the local horizon, which is the
plane tangent to the sphere at the origin. The x3 axis is normal to this plane directed
towards the zenith (i.e. the coordinate x3 is the geometric altitude). The x1 axis is
directed eastward and the x2 axis points north. The x1x2x3 frame is also referred to
as ENZ (East-North-Zenith) frame. If we ignore Earth's rotation (usual practice),
this frame is an inertial frame.
It can be shown that the transformation from (r, θ, φ) to (x1, x2, x3) coordinates
is given by
x1 = r cosφ sin(θ − θ0), (2.8)
x2 = −r sinφ0 cosφ cos(θ − θ0) + r cosφ0 sinφ, (2.9)
x3 = r cosφ0 cosφ cos(θ − θ0) + r sinφ0 sinφ. (2.10)
Let x = [x1, x2, x3]
T and v = [v1, v2, v3]
T denote the position and (ground)
velocity vectors, respectively, and denote the air velocity by va = v − w, where w
is the wind velocity that depends on the position and possibly time. Then, the drag





where CD is the drag coeﬃcient, A is the reference area (usually the maximum cross-
sectional area), ρ is the atmospheric density at the altitude x3, and va =
√
vTa va is
the magnitude of the air velocity. Ignoring the lift force and including the gravity and
drag forces only, the motion of a particle of mass m can be described by the following
equations:
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x˙ = v, (2.11)
v˙ = −D
m
− ge3 + ξ, (2.12)
where e3 = [0, 0, 1]
T is the third standard basis vector in R3 and ξ is the random





denote the ballistic coeﬃcient, which is assumed to be constant for a given particle.
Then, the motion of the particle is governed by
x˙1 = v1, (2.13)
x˙2 = v2, (2.14)
x˙3 = v3, (2.15)
v˙1 = − ρ
2β
va(v1 − w1) + ξ1, (2.16)
v˙2 = − ρ
2β
va(v2 − w2) + ξ2, (2.17)
v˙3 = − ρ
2β
va(v3 − w3)− g + ξ3. (2.18)
2.2.1 Equations of Motion in Nondimensional Form
Introduce the nondimensional variables
x¯i = xi/R, v¯i = vi/V, w¯i = wi/V, t¯ = t/T.







= v¯i, i = 1, 2, 3, (2.19)













v¯a(v¯i − w¯i)− g¯δi3 + ξ¯i, i = 1, 2, 3. (2.20)
In this thesis, the simulations are carried out with R = 60×103 m, V = 1000 m/s,
and T = 60 s. In what follows, we will drop the bars noting that distances are in
units of R and time is in units of T . Denote by s = [xT , vT ]T the state vector and
rewrite equations (2.19)-(2.20) in the form
s˙ = f(s) + η, (2.21)
where η = [0, 0, 0, ξ1, ξ2, ξ3]
T .
Let s∗(t) denote a nominal trajectory and introduce the perturbation vector
z = s− s∗(t).
For analytical purposes, the exponential atmosphere model is used for the density. It
is also assumed that wind velocity depends on position only, i.e. w = w(x). Then
the linearized equations are given by



































(vi − wi)(vj − wj) + v2aδij
va
]
, i, j = 1, 2, 3.
Here δij denotes the Kronecker delta.
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It must be noted that the development in this thesis can be extended to include
more accurate density [16] and wind models [17]. Nevertheless, the equations must be
modiﬁed in order to allow for generalizations on the atmospheric model. As a result,




















Gij(s) = − ρ
2β
[
(vi − wi)(vj − wj) + v2aδij
va
]
, i, j = 1, 2, 3.
2.2.2 Earth's Rotation Eﬀects
The previously derived model describes the motion of the debris for a non-rotating
Earth. However, although Earth's rotation eﬀects can be minimal on the propaga-
tion of the debris, an expanded model including these eﬀects would yield even more
accurate results.
Figure 2.1: Earth-centered inertial frame (XY Z); earth-centered non-inertial x′y′z′
frame embedded in and rotating with the Earth; and a non-inertial, topocentric-
horizon frame xyz attached to a point O on the Earth's surface [18].
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The coordinates of a P in the topocentric-horizon frame (see Figure 2.1) can be
described by
r = x1iˆ+ x2jˆ + x3kˆ + rekˆ. (2.23)
Let the angular velocity w of the Earth be expressed as




= ω2jˆ + ω3kˆ
where ωe = 72.9217 × 10−6 rad/s represents Earth's angular velocity obtained from
the sideral rotation period of the Earth, ω2 = ωe cosφ, and ω3 = ωe sinφ (φ is the
latitude). In addition, since w is constant, w˙ = 0. Therefore, the velocity of P is
given by
r˙ = x˙1iˆ+ x˙2jˆ + x˙3kˆ +w × r
= vrel +w × r
and its acceleration is
v˙ = x¨1iˆ+ x¨2jˆ + x¨3kˆ + 2w × vrel +w × (w × r) . (2.24)
As a result, (2.12) can be rewritten as,
v˙ = −D
m
− ge3 − 2w × v −w × (w × v) + ξ,
= −D
m








ω2ω3(x3 + re)− ω23x2
ω2ω3x2 − ω22(x3 + re)
+ ξ, (2.25)
In addition, the matrix functions F(s) and G(s) must be modiﬁed in order to
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account for Earth's rotation eﬀects. The new matrices can be expressed as,
F(s)new = F(s) + ∆F
G(s)new = G(s) + ∆G
where F(s) and G(s) are the same matrix functions previously obtained, while ∆F















This section sumarizes the fundamental probability concepts employed in this thesis.
A detailed treatment of this topic can be found in [21].
3.1 Review of Random Processes
3.1.1 Random Scalars
A random scalar variable x can be described completely by its density function p(x),
where p(x(0))dx is approximately the probability that x will take on values between
x(0) and x(0) + dx. Clearly p(x) ≥ 0 and
∫ ∞
−∞
p(x)dx = 1. (3.1)
12
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The mean value x¯ and the variance σ2 of the random scalar x are deﬁned as








Here σ is called the standard deviation or root-mean-square (RMS) deviation from the
mean value.
Two important scalar density functions are:
• Uniform density (on the interval [x¯− a, x¯+ a]):
p(x) =
{
1/2a if |x− x¯| ≤ a,
0 if |x− x¯| > a, (3.2)















A random vector x = [x1, x2, . . . , xn]
T can be described completely by its density
function p(x) = p(x1, x2, . . . , xn), where p(x
(0))dx1dx2 . . . dxn is approximately the
probability that x will take on values in the volume element x
(0)
i < xi < x
(0)
i +dxi, i =






p(x)dx1dx2 . . . dxn = 1. (3.4)
The mean value x¯ and the covariance matrix X of a random vector x are
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xp(x)dx1dx2 . . . dxn, (3.5)










X11 · · · X1n
...
...
Xn1 · · · Xnn
 (3.7)
is symmetric, i.e., Xij = Xji. Note that Xii = σ
2
i , and Xij is the covariance or corre-
lation of xi and xj. If Xij = 0, then xi and xj are said to be uncorrelated.
Two important density functions are:





where V is the volume inside Γ. In two dimensions, the volume is an area and
Γ is a closed curve. The mean value of the vector (x¯1, x¯2) is at the centroid
of the area inside Γ. The variances X11, X22 are the second moments of area
inside Γ about centroidal x1, x2 axes; the covariance X12 is the corresponding
cross-moment of area.
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The contours of constant p are hyperellipsoids deﬁned by
(x− x¯)TX−1(x− x¯) = δ2.
3.1.3 Linear Transformations of Gaussian Random Vectors
A very important property of gaussian random vectors is that a linear combination of
gaussian random vectors is also a gaussian vector. No other density has this property.
Stated analytically, if x and y are independent gaussian random vectors, i.e.,
x ∼= N(x¯,X), y ∼= N(y¯,Y ), and
z = Ax+By, (3.8)
where A, B are known matrices, then it follows that z ∼= N(z¯,Z) with
z¯ = Ax¯+By¯, Z = AXAT +BY BT . (3.9)
This last equation follows simply from the linearity of the expectation operator
and the independence of x and y.
3.1.4 Continuous Gauss-Markov Processes
A continuous Gauss-Markov process (CGMP) x(t) could be represented by a contin-
uous linear Markov process
x˙ = A(t)x+Bw(t)w(t), (3.10)
with gaussian initial conditions, i.e. x(t0) ∼= N [x¯(t0), X(t0)], and a (zero-mean)
gaussian white noise input w(t). Note that the white noise input is considered as
the time derivative of a Wiener process µ(t) so that equation (3.10) can be written
rigorously as an Itoˆ stochastic diﬀerential equation
dx = A(t)xdt+Bw(t)dµ(t). (3.11)
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Since x(t0) and the white noise are independent,
E{[x(t0)− x¯(t0)][w(t)]T} = 0. (3.12)
Clearly the mean vector propagates as
˙¯x = A(t)x¯, x¯(t0) given. (3.13)
However, it is not so clear how to represent the time correlations of w(t); it is
clear that we should require that [21]
E{[w(t)− w¯(t)][w(τ)− w¯(τ)]T} → 0 for |t− τ | > Tc, (3.14)
where Tc is much smaller than characteristic times of the system matrixA(t). In other
words, w(t) has time correlations that are short compared to the time constants of
the dynamical system that it is forcing.
Consider the time rate of change of the covariance matrix
X(t) = E{[x(t)− x¯(t)][x(t)− x¯(t)]T}. (3.15)
Without loss of generality we shall put x¯(t0) equal to zero, which implies x¯(t) = 0
from (3.13); this will shorten the expressions used in developing X˙.
Following [21], postmultiply (3.10) by xT , and premultiply the transpose of (3.10)
by x:
x˙xT = AxxT +Bwwx
T , (3.16)
xx˙T = xxTA+ xwTBTw . (3.17)
Adding these last two expressions gives
d(xxT )/dt = AxxT + xxTAT +Bwx
T + xwTBTw . (3.18)
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Taking the expected value of (3.18) and using (3.15) gives
X˙ = AX +XAT +Bw · E[wxT ] + E[xwT ] ·BTw . (3.19)
Now, the solution to (3.10) may be written in terms of the transition matrix of
the system Φ(t, t0) as




where Φ(t, t0) is the transition matrix and Φ(t, τ)Bw(τ) is the impulse response func-
tion. Postmultiplyng (3.20) by wT (t) and taking the expected value gives






However, the ﬁrst term is zero from (3.12), and, using (3.14), we may approximate
Φ in the integrand as
Φ(t, τ) ≈ I, (3.22)
so that (3.21) may be written as




It follows from (3.23) and (3.19) may be written as the time-varying Lyapunov
equation
X˙ = A(t)X +XAT (t) +Bw(t)W (t)B
T
w(t), (3.24)
where X(t0) is given and









Thus, only the time integral of the time correlation of w(t) enters into the prop-
agation of the covariance matrix X. In view of this and the requirement (3.14), it
is convenient to write (3.14) in terms of the unit impulse function (or Dirac delta
function) as follows [remembering that we are using w¯(t) = 0];
E[w(t)wT (τ)] = W (t)δ(t− τ), (3.26)
i.e., the correlation is zero for t 6= τ and is inﬁnite at t = τ in such a way that the
integral is W (t). This ﬁctitious but useful process is called white noise because, in
the time-invariant case, its Fourier transform, the spectral density, is constant over
all frequencies.
3.2 Probability Analysis
This section applies the statistical analysis tools that can be found in standard text-
books [19]. Consider N trajectory samples obtained by simulating the equations of








where xij, i = 1, . . . , n, j = 1, 2, 3, denotes the j-th coordinate of the i-th sample.
That is, the ﬁrst, second and third columns corresponds to x1, x2 and x3 coordinates
of the samples, respectively.
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xjk, k = 1, 2, 3,













(xji − x¯i)(xjk − x¯k), i, k = 1, 2, 3.
3.3 Probability Ellipsoids
In order to identify the hazard areas, a statistical analysis is performed on the falling
debris data to create a 3D probability volume that evolves with time. The procedure
is summarized as follows.









[x(t)− x¯(t)]TX−1(t)[x(t)− x¯(t)] = δ2
deﬁnes the Mahalanobis distance δ between x and x¯. The equation δ2 =const deﬁnes
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ellipsoids, which are the level sets of constant density.
The eigenvectors ui and eigenvalues λi of the positive deﬁnite covariance matrix
X can be computed via solving the eigenvalue problem:
Xui = λiui.
Let U be the square matrix whose columns are the eigenvectors and let
Λ = diag{λ1, λ2, λ3}.
Then the positional covariance matrix can be expressed as
X = UΛUT .
Now consider the transformation
x = x¯+UΛ1/2y. (3.27)
The mean value and the covariance matrix of the random vector y can be computed
as
y¯ = 0,
Y = E(y − y¯)(y − y¯)T = I.
Using the fact that X−1 = UΛ−1UT , the contours of constant probability density







The Mahalanobis distance δ that corresponds to a given conﬁdence interval c ∈
[0 1] can be computed using Matlab's inverse χ2 function as δ2 = chi2inv(c, 3).
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where λ ∈ [−pi/2 pi/2] and α ∈ [0 2pi]. Now the probability ellipsoid for the x
variables can be parameterized by using (3.27).
Chapter 4
MONTE CARLO SIMULATION
4.1 Monte Carlo Simulation
In this section, the relatively straightforward Monte Carlo method is employed to
generate the data for statistical analysis. It is important that a considerable number
of possibilities are taken into account while still providing fast simulation results.
In general, the initial state (the state of the space vehicle right before the breakup)
is given by the geometric altitude z0, longitude θ0, latitude φ0, the heading angle ψ0
(measured from East counterclockwise), ﬂight path angle γ0, and (relative) speed v0.
As mentioned previously, (θ0, φ0) locates the origin of the ENZ frame on the Earth's
surface so that the initial position is given by
(x10 , x20 , x30) = (0, 0, z0).
Clearly, the initial velocity components can be computed as
v10 = v0 cos γ0 cosψ0,
v20 = v0 cos γ0 sinψ0,
v30 = v0 sin γ0.
It is assumed that all the debris pieces have the same initial positions and vary
22
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only the initial velocity components. Standard deviations of σi for the initial velocity
components vi0 , i = 1, 2, 3, are used to initiate n diﬀerent trajectories (i.e. gener-
ate the diﬀerent initial conditions) for each particle. The output of the zero-mean
Gaussian number generator with the standard deviation σi is added to the nominal
initial velocity component vi0 . The n trajectories are determined by integrating the
equations of motion (2.13)-(2.15). Assuming that particles with m diﬀerent ballistic
coeﬃcients are included, the total number of sample trajectories can be computed as
N = nm.
The statistical analysis tools applied in the subsequent development can be found
in standard textbooks ([19], [20]). Consider N trajectory samples obtained by sim-
ulating the nonlinear equations of motion (2.19)-(2.20). At every time instant, we








where xij, i = 1, . . . , n, j = 1, 2, 3, denotes the j-th coordinate of the i-th sample.
That is, the ﬁrst, second and third columns corresponds to x1, x2 and x3 coordinates
of the samples, respectively.













xjk, k = 1, 2, 3,
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(xji − x¯i)(xjk − x¯k), i, k = 1, 2, 3.
4.2 Monte Carlo Simulation Results
This section illustrates the main ideas through a Monte Carlo simulation of the non-
linear equations of motion. Here it is assumed that the random acceleration vector ξ
is negligible.
The simulation was carried out with the initial state (the state of the space vehicle
right before the breakup) given by z0 = 60960 m, ψ0 = 0, γ0 = −1o, v0 = 5397 m/s.
The initial longitude and latitude were taken as θ0 = 96.9
o W and φ0 = 32.6
o N,
respectively.
The wind velocity was assumed to be in the North direction at all times with
a magnitude that increases linearly with altitude, i.e. w1 = w3 = 0, w2 = kx3,
where k = 5× 10−4s−1. For initial velocity components, 1024 samples are considered
so that n = 1024. The standard deviations were chosen as σ1 = σ2 = 50 m/s,
and σ3 = 70 m/s. An average ballistic coeﬃcient of 5 kg/m
2 was assumed in the
simulation.
The altitudes x3(t) of sample runs are shown in Figure 4.1. Figure 4.2 displays the
probability ellipsoids corresponding to a conﬁdence interval of 99.99% for a sequence
of time instants.
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Figure 4.1: Altitudes for sample runs (Monte Carlo simulation using Simulink).
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Figure 4.2: Probability ellipsoids for a sequence of time instants (Monte Carlo simu-
lation using Simulink).











Consider the linearized equation (2.22) and let η = Bξ(t), where ξ(t) denotes a







Then equation (2.22) with Gaussian initial conditions represents a continuous
Gauss Markov process [20] given by:
z˙ = A(t)z +Bξ(t), (5.1)
where
z(0) ∼= N [z¯0, Z0],
E[ξ(t)] = 0,
E[ξ(t) ξT (τ)] = Ξ(t)δ(t− τ).
Here Ξ(t) denotes the white noise intensity. Throughout this thesis, it is assumed
that the random initial conditions are uncorrelated with the random inputs.
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The state vector z(t) is then Gaussian with mean value z¯(t) and covariance matrix
Z(t), where
˙¯z = A(t)z¯, (5.2)
Z˙ = A(t)Z +ZAT (t) +BΞ(t)BT , (5.3)
with initial conditions z¯(0) = z0 and Z(0) = Z0. Note that the mean value and
covariance matrix are computed as
z¯(t) = E[z(t)],
Z(t) = E[z(t)− z¯(t)][z(t)− z¯(t)]T .
The objective is to obtain positional probability ellipsoids that provide an estimate








the positional mean vector and the covariance matrix can be computed as
x¯ = Cz¯, X = CZCT .
5.2 Covariance Propagation Simulation Results
This section illustrates the main ideas through a covariance propagation analysis
based on the linearized equations. As in the previous chapter, it is assumed that the
random acceleration vector ξ is negligible.
The nonlinear equations (2.21) were ﬁrst numerically integrated with the same
initial conditions and ballistic coeﬃcient as above to obtain a nominal trajectory.
Again, the wind velocity was assumed to be in the North direction at all times with
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a magnitude that increases linearly with altitude, i.e. w1 = w3 = 0, w2 = kx3, and
the simulation was carried out with k = 5× 10−4s−1. Then the equations of motion
were linearized around the nominal trajectory and the problem was formulated as
a continuous Gauss-Markov process. Finally, the covariance propagation approach
described in Section V was employed to obtain the time evolution of the covariance
matrix. Assuming no correlation among the initial velocity components, the initial




03×3 diag{σ21, σ22, σ23}/V 2
]
,
where σ1 = σ2 = 50 m/s, σ3 = 70 m/s, and V = 1000 m/s as before.
The nominal trajectory component x3(t) is shown in Figure 5.1. Figure 5.2 dis-
plays the probability ellipsoids corresponding to a conﬁdence interval of 99.99% for a
sequence of time instants.
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Figure 5.1: Altitude for the nominal trajectory (Covariance Propagation using
Simulink).
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Figure 5.2: Probability ellipsoids for a sequence of time instants (Covariance Propa-
gation using Simulink).











The previous chapters show the results of predicting the propagation of debris using
Monte-Carlo and Covariance Propagation simulations. In both methods, the wind
and the density were modeled analytically, and the eﬀects from Earth's rotation
were ignored. The present chapter explores more accurate models and studies the
Earth's rotation eﬀects in order to develop an improved simulation platform. In
addition, the new simulations were programed in Matlab using the Fourth Order
Runge-Kutta (RK4) integration method instead of Simulink in order to allow for
numerical diﬀerentiation and implementation of the new models.
6.1 Monte Carlo and Covariance Propagation Re-
sults Using Runge-Kutta Method of Fourth Or-
der
Since the implementation of more accurate wind and density models requires new sim-
ulations. The ﬁrst step was to write the old Monte Carlo and Covariance Propagation
methods using RK4 for exactly the same constants, initial conditions, analytical wind
and density models, and assumptions (for instance, non-rotating Earth). The results
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for both methods were very similar to the ones obtained previously. Figures 6.1 and
6.2 show the Monte Carlo simulation and covariance propagation results for the same
assumptions.
Figure 6.1: RK4 Monte Carlo simulation results for a non-rotating Earth, using the
analytical wind and density models.
The positional covariance matrix at t = 20.00 min for the Monte Carlo simulation
in the case of non-rotating Earth, using the analytical wind and density models, was:








Figure 6.2: RK4 Covariance Propagation simulation results for a non-rotating Earth,
using the analytical wind and density models.
The positional covariance matrix at t = 20.00 min for the Covariance Propagation
simulation in the case of non-rotating Earth, using the analytical wind and density
models, was:








6.2 HWM07 Wind Model
The previous two chapters modeled the propagation of debris due to space vehicle
breakup during atmospheric re-entry under the basic assumption that the wind ve-
locity is in the North direction at all times with a magnitude that increases linearly
with altitude, i.e. w1 = w3 = 0;w2 = kx3, where k = 5 × 10−4s−1. However, this
assumption is not realistic as its whole purpose is to show that the model takes into
acount the eﬀect that wind may have on the trajectory of the debris. A more accu-
rate model is the HWM07 wind model, which is an empirical model of the Earth's
horizontal wind ﬁelds. By deﬁning the time, date, and location (latitude, longitude
and altitude); the HWM07 model retrieves the values for the northern and eastern
components of the wind. Although this model is based on extensive measurements, it
only contains data from past years and it does not predict future values of the wind.
Nevertheless, for simulation purposes, it represents a better model than the linear
model used in the previous chapters.
Using the same values for longitude θ0 = 96.9
o W and latitude φ0 = 32.6
o N as
before, and taking the date as January 1st 2007, the HWM07 wind model yields the
proﬁles for both East and North components of the wind velocity with respect to
altitude, which can be observed in Figure 6.3.
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Figure 6.3: Eastern and Northern wind proﬁles for diﬀerent altitudes.
In order to implement the HWM07 wind model, the simulation should be modiﬁed
so that it becomes possible to solve numerically for the wind gradients in the East
and North directions since the solution will no longer be analytical.
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Figure 6.4: Covariance Propagation simulation results using RK4 for a non-rotating
Earth, using the HMW07 wind model and the analyitical density model.
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6.3 MSISe-90 Atmospheric Model
Similarly, the previous simulations used the analytical model for the atmospheric
density described in equation (2.7). A more accurate model for the density is the
MSISe-00 atmospheric model, which is also based on real data. A comparison of both
models can be seen in Figure 6.5.
Figure 6.5: Density proﬁles for the MSISe-00 and the analytical atmospheric models.
Again, the density gradient relative to the altitude must be found numerically for
the non-analytical model.
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Figure 6.6: Covariance Propagation simulation results using RK4 for a non-rotating
Earth, using the HMW07 wind model and the MSISe-00 density model.
6.4 Earth's Rotation Eﬀects
The previous simulations were modeled for a system with a non-rotating Earth. This
is a valid assumption since the debris particles will not travel large distances around
the Earth and will not stay in the atmosphere for longer times. Nevertheless, including
the eﬀects from Earth's rotation will yield even more accurate results in the prediction
of debris propagation. As a result, the model was changed to the system described
by equation (2.25), and the matrix A(t) from equation (2.22) was modiﬁed to include
the eﬀects from Earth's rotation, ∆F and ∆G.
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Additionally, since the debris particles do not travel large distances relative to the
Earth (less than 1 degree), the same wind and density proﬁles for the initial position,
time, and date were used throughout the simulations.
Figure 6.7: Covariance Propagation simulation results using RK4 for a rotating Earth,
using the HMW07 wind model and the MSISe-00 density model.
The positional covariance matrix at t = 29.155 min (ground impact) for the Co-
variance Propagation simulation in the case of a rotating Earth, using the HWM07
and MSISe-00 models, was










In this thesis, a covariance propagation method is introduced for the estimation of
debris propagation due to a space vehicle breakup. The falling debris is simulated and
the data are analyzed to derive the probability of debris evolution in diﬀerent altitude
layers over time. The concept of positional probability ellipsoids is employed for the
visualization of the results. Through a case study, it is shown that while the results
of the covariance propagation method are in close agreement with those of the Monte
Carlo method, the covariance propagation method is much more computationally ef-
ﬁcient than the Monte Carlo method. This is due to the fact that, in the case study,
the generation of 1000 sample trajectories of the Monte Carlo approach requires inte-
gration of 6000 ﬁrst-order diﬀerential equations, whereas the covariance propagation
method requires the integration of 6 ﬁrst-order diﬀerential equations to obtain the six
states of the nominal trajectory. Additionally, the 6× 6 symmetric covariance matrix
propagation requires integration of 21 ﬁrst-order diﬀerential equations, resulting in a




8.1 General Stochastic Model
If we assume that the trajectory of the system (2.22) is subject to a random distur-
bance in the form of a white noise then it can be written as a system of Itoˆ stochastic
diﬀerential equations:
dZt = f(Zt, t)dt+ σ(Zt, t)dWt, (8.1)
where σ is the 6 × 6 matrix of normalized (per unit mass) noise intensities. As it
is well known the random process Zt is a Markov process, and, therefore, its future
probabilistic behavior is completely deﬁned by the present state of the process, i.e. it
is described by the following transitional distribution:
P(Zt ∈ Γ | Zs = y) , (8.2)
(Γ ⊂ B, a Borel set). The transitional probability density p(z, t|y, s) (y, z ∈ R7,














[aij(z)p(z, t|y, s)], (8.3)
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where aij(z) =
∑3
k=1 σik(z)σjk(z) (i.e. a = σσ
T ) and where Wt is a 3-dimensional
standard Wiener process (Brownian motion).
This equation is diﬃcult to solve (even numerically), but the linearized system
takes the form of an Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process in R6 given by
dZt = AZtdt+ σdWt,
where A ∈ R6×6, σ > 0 and Z0 = z, which can be handled relatively easily since in
this situation Zt is known to be a Gaussian random vector.
In the case when the random initial conditions are the most important factor in
the evolution of the probability distribution compared with a relatively small system
noise the equation (8.3) reduces to Liouville equation:
∂
∂t









p(z, t|y, s) +∇z · [f(z, t)p(z, t|y, s)] = 0. (8.5)
The equation (8.4) (or (8.5)) is much easier to solve numerically than the Kolmogorov-
Fokker-Plank equation (8.3). Once the solution is found we can calculate the proba-
bility P(V, t) of ﬁnding a particle in the volume V at time t given that it was at state
y at time s (s ≤ t):
P(V, t|y, s) =
∫
Σ
p(z, t|y, s)dz, (8.6)
where Σ denotes all positions in V and all possible values of velocities.
If the initial (s = 0) distribution is p0(y) then the unconditional probability is
P(V, t) =
∫
P(V, t|y, 0)p0(y)dy, (8.7)
where the integration is performed over all possible y.
In our future research, we plan to consider spatial volumes Vi, i = 1, · · · , q, that
correspond to the altitude layers, and apply equation (8.7) to obtain the probability
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of ﬁnding a particle in each Vi.
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8.2 Simulink Diagrams
Figure 8.1: Monte-Carlo Simulation
Figure 8.2: Covariance Propagation Simulation
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Figure 8.3: Covariance Propagation Simulation - Subsystem for the A matrix
Figure 8.4: Covariance Propagation Simulation - Subsystem for the F matrix
Figure 8.5: Covariance Propagation Simulation - Subsystem for the G matrix
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8.3 Matlab Codes
All the simulations and animations were done on Matlab. The following pages show
the implemented codes for all the modeled cases.
8.3.1 Simulink Models
Although the ﬁrst two simulations were run using Simulink, they were executed
through Matlab. The following codes show the declaration of constants and initial
conditions, as well as the code used for animations and plotting.
%% Estimation of Debris Propagation due to Space Vehicle Breakup 
% Department of Physical Sciences, Embry Riddle Aeronautical University 
  
% Monte-Carlo Simulation Using Simulink: 
% - Analytical Wind Model, 
% - Analytical Density Model, 
% - Non-rotating Earth. 
  
% CODE BY: Juan A. Alvarado Valverde 
% e-mail: alvaradj@my.erau.edu 
% mobile: 386.334.3731 
  
clear all; clc; tic; 
  
%% Constants 
B = 5;                          % Ballistic Coefficient, Kg/m^2 
RE = 6378.1*1000;               % Radius of Earth, m 
go = 9.80665;                   % Gravitational acceleration, m/s^2 
Rho = 1.752;                    % Density constant, Kg/m^3 
H = 6700;                       % Altitude constant in density model, m 
ka = 5*10^-4; 
  
%% Nondimensional parameters 
R = 60000;                      % m 
V = 1000;                       % m/s 
T = 60;                         % s 
sd = 100/V;                     % Standard deviation 
  
%% Initial Conditions 
lon = -96.9;                    % Longitude 
lat = 32.6;                     % Latitude 
GMo = -1*pi/180;                % Initial flight path angle, rad 
PSYo = 0;                       % Initial heading angle 
Vo = 5397;                      % Initial speed, m/s 
x1 = 0;                         % Initial x position 
x2 = 0;                         % Initial y position 
x3 = 60960/R;                   % Initial z position 
x4 = Vo*cos(GMo)*cos(PSYo)/V;   % Initial x velocity 
x5 = Vo*cos(GMo)*sin(PSYo)/V;   % Initial y velocity 
x6 = Vo*sin(GMo)/V;             % Initial z velocity 
vo = [x4; x5; x6]; 
  
% Create a spherical grid of 1024 points, all of them having a speed of  
% 100 m/s outwards the center of the sphere, and add the initial  
% conditions of the velocity to the components of each point. 
tht = linspace(0,2*pi*(1-1/32),32); 
phi = linspace(-pi/2,pi/2,32); 
k = 1; 
v = zeros(3,1024); 
for i=1:32 
    for j=1:32 
        v(:,k) = vo + [sd*cos(phi(i))*cos(tht(j)) 
                       sd*cos(phi(i))*sin(tht(j)) 
                       sd*sin(phi(i))]; 
        k = k+1; 




P = 1024;                       % Number of particles 
h = 0.01;                       % Time step (min) 
K = -0.5/B; 
si_tim = 35;                    % Time of the simulation 
sim_time = si_tim*100 + 1;      % Number of integrations 
  
for i=1:P 
    Xo = [x1 
          x2 
          x3 
          v(1,i) 
          v(2,i) 
          v(3,i)]; 
    sim('sim_mc') 
    szt = size(tout); 
    sz = szt(1); 
    if sz<sim_time 
        for rr=sz:sim_time       % If the particle hits the 
            X1(rr) = X1(sz-1);   % ground, the simulation stops 
            X2(rr) = X2(sz-1);   % and the position will remain 
            X3(rr) = X3(sz-1);   % the same for the rest of the         
        end                      % simulating time. 
    end 
    X{i}(:,:) = [X1, X2, X3]; 
    clear X1 X2 X3 
end 
  
%% Coordinates at every instant: 
for f=1:sim_time 
    for k=1:P 
        x(k) = X{k}(f,1); 
        y(k) = X{k}(f,2); 
        z(k) = X{k}(f,3); 
    end 
    coord{f} = [x' y' z']; 
end 
  
%% Spherical coordinates 
c = 0.9999; 
dlt = chi2inv(c,3); 
th = linspace(0,2*pi,20); 
ph = linspace(-pi/2,pi/2,20); 
k = 1; 
for i=1:20 
    for j=1:20 
        xi{k} = [sqrt(dlt)*cos(ph(i))*cos(th(j)) 
                 sqrt(dlt)*cos(ph(i))*sin(th(j)) 
                 sqrt(dlt)*sin(ph(i))]; 
        k = k+1; 
    end 
end 
  
%% Probability Analysis: 
for i=1:sim_time 
    Mn = mean(coord{i}); 
    Sc = cov(coord{i}); 
    [U,D] = eig(Sc);   % U = eigen-vectors. D = eigen values 
    N = Mn' + U*sqrt(D)*xi{1}; 
    for j=2:400 
        N = [N, Mn' + U*sqrt(D)*xi{j}]; 
    end 




%% Plot 3D 
figure(1) 
w = 5000/R; 
i = 8; 
plot3(coord{i}(:,1),coord{i}(:,2),coord{i}(:,3)) 
hold on 
p2 = plot3(Eta{i}(:,1),Eta{i}(:,2),Eta{i}(:,3),'o','MarkerSize',1); 
set(p2,'Color','red') 
grid('on') 
text(coord{i}(1,1), coord{i}(1,2)+w, coord{i}(1,3),... 
    ['t = ',num2str(i/100),' min'],'BackgroundColor',[1 1 1]); 
  
i = 40; 
plot3(coord{i}(:,1),coord{i}(:,2),coord{i}(:,3)) 
p2 = plot3(Eta{i}(:,1),Eta{i}(:,2),Eta{i}(:,3),'o','MarkerSize',1); 
set(p2,'Color','red') 
text(coord{i}(1,1)+w, coord{i}(1,2)+1.2*w, coord{i}(1,3),... 
    ['t = ',num2str(i/100),' min'],'BackgroundColor',[1 1 1]); 
  
i = 150; 
plot3(coord{i}(:,1),coord{i}(:,2),coord{i}(:,3)) 
p2 = plot3(Eta{i}(:,1),Eta{i}(:,2),Eta{i}(:,3),'o','MarkerSize',1); 
set(p2,'Color','red') 
text(coord{i}(1,1), coord{i}(1,2)+4*w, coord{i}(1,3),... 
    ['t = ',num2str(i/100),' min'],'BackgroundColor',[1 1 1]); 
  
i = 600; 
plot3(coord{i}(:,1),coord{i}(:,2),coord{i}(:,3)) 
p2 = plot3(Eta{i}(:,1),Eta{i}(:,2),Eta{i}(:,3),'o','MarkerSize',1); 
set(p2,'Color','red') 
text(coord{i}(1,1), coord{i}(1,2)+3*w, coord{i}(1,3),... 
    ['t = ',num2str(i/100),' min'],'BackgroundColor',[1 1 1]); 
  
i = sz; 
plot3(coord{i}(:,1),coord{i}(:,2),coord{i}(:,3)) 
p2 = plot3(Eta{i}(:,1),Eta{i}(:,2),Eta{i}(:,3),'o','MarkerSize',1); 
set(p2,'Color','red') 
axis([0 3 -1.5 1.5 0 1.2]) 
text(coord{i}(1,1), coord{i}(1,2)+3*w, coord{i}(1,3),... 






%% 3D Animation: 
i = 1; 
figure(2) 
while i<=sz 
    plot3(coord{i}(:,1),coord{i}(:,2),coord{i}(:,3)) 
    hold on 
    p2 = plot3(Eta{i}(:,1),Eta{i}(:,2),Eta{i}(:,3),'o','MarkerSize',1); 
    set(p2,'Color','red') 
    axis([0 3 -0.3 0.5 0 1.1]) 
    grid('on') 
    text(coord{i}(1,1)+0.2,coord{i}(1,2)+0.2,coord{i}(1,3),... 
        ['x_3 ~  ',num2str(coord{i}(1,3)*60), ' km'],'BackgroundColor',... 
        [1 1 1]); 
    text(0, 0.3, 1,['t =  ',num2str(i/100), ' min'],... 
        'BackgroundColor',[1 1 1]); 
    xlabel('x_1 (m)'); 
    ylabel('x_2 (m)'); 
    zlabel('x_3 (m)'); 
    view(55,30) 
    pause(0.01); 
    hold off 
    i = i+4; 
end 
  
%% X3 Plot: 
f=1:sim_time; 
figure(3); 
j = 1; 
while j<P 
    plot(f/100,X{j}(:,3)); 
    hold on 
    xlabel('t (min)'); 
    ylabel('x_3'); 
    axis([0 35 0 1.2]) 






%% Estimation of Debris Propagation due to Space Vehicle Breakup 
% Department of Physical Sciences, Embry Riddle Aeronautical University 
  
% Covariance Propagation Simulation Using Simulink: 
% - Analytical Wind Model, 
% - Analytical Density Model, 
% - Non-rotating Earth. 
  
% CODE BY: Juan A. Alvarado Valverde 
% e-mail: alvaradj@my.erau.edu 
% mobile: 386.334.3731 
  
clear all; clc; tic; 
  
%% Constants 
B = 5;                          % Ballistic Coefficient, kg/m^2 
RE = 6378.1*1000;               % Radius of Earth, m 
go = 9.80665;                   % Gravitational acceleration, m/s^2 
R = 60000;                      % m 
Rho = 1.752;                    % Density constant, kg/m^3 
V = 1000;                       % m/s 
T = 60;                         % s 
H = 6700;                       % Altitude constant in atmospheric model, m 
ka = 5*10^-4;                   % Wind constant, s^-1 
  
%% Initial Conditions 
lon = -96.9;                    % Longitude 
lat = 32.6;                     % Latitude 
GMo = -1*pi/180;                % Initial flight path angle, rad 
PSYo = 0;                       % Initial heading angle 
Vo = 5397;                      % Initial speed, m/s 
x1 = 0;                         % Initial x position 
x2 = 0;                         % Initial y position 
x3 = 60960/R;                   % Initial z position 
v1 = Vo*cos(GMo)*cos(PSYo)/V;   % Initial x velocity 
v2 = Vo*cos(GMo)*sin(PSYo)/V;   % Initial y velocity 
v3 = Vo*sin(GMo)/V;             % Initial z velocity 
  
% Initial condition for nominal trajectory: 
Xo = [x1 
      x2 
      x3 
      v1 
      v2 
      v3]; 
  
% Create a spherical grid of 1024 points, all of them having a speed of  
% 100 m/s outwards the center of the sphere, and add the initial  
% conditions of the velocity to the components of each point. 
tht = linspace(0,2*pi*(1-1/32),32); 
phi = linspace(-pi/2,pi/2,32); 
k = 1; 
v = zeros(3,1024); 
sd = 100/V;                     % Standard deviation 
vo = [v1; v2; v3]; 
for i=1:32 
    for j=1:32 
        v(:,k) = vo + [sd*cos(phi(i))*cos(tht(j)) 
                       sd*cos(phi(i))*sin(tht(j)) 
                       sd*sin(phi(i))]; 
        k = k+1; 
    end 
end 
  
% Find mean vector and covariance matrix of initial velocities 
Zp = cov(v'); 
zm = mean(v'); 
ze = zeros(3,3); 
  
% Initial condition for covariance matrix 
Zo = [ze ze 
      ze Zp]; 
   
% Initial condition for state vector 
zo = [0 
      0 
      0 
      zm']; 
   
%% Running the Simulation 
K = 0.5/B; 
h = 0.01;                           % Time step, min 
si_tim = 35;                        % Time of the simulation, min 
sim_time = si_tim*100 + 1;          % Number of integrations 
sim('sim_cov')                      % Simulation 
szt = size(tout); 
sz = szt(1); 
X = [X1, X2, X3]; 
  
%% Coordinates at every instant: 
coord = zeros(sz,3); 
for f=1:sz 
    x = X(f,1); 
    y = X(f,2); 
    zz = X(f,3); 
    coord(f,:) = [x y zz]; 
    clear x y zz vx vy vz 
end 
  
%% Probability Analysis 
c = 0.9999; 
dlt = chi2inv(c,3); 
th = linspace(0,2*pi,20); 
ph = linspace(-pi/2,pi/2,20); 
k = 1; 
for i=1:20 
    for j=1:20 
        xi{k} = [sqrt(dlt)*cos(ph(i))*cos(th(j)) 
                 sqrt(dlt)*cos(ph(i))*sin(th(j)) 
                 sqrt(dlt)*sin(ph(i))]; 
        k = k+1; 
    end 
end 
C = [1 0 0 0 0 0 
     0 1 0 0 0 0 
     0 0 1 0 0 0]; 
G = ones(400,1); 
for i=1:sz 
    x = C*z(i,:)'; 
    X = C*Z(:,:,i)*C'; 
    [U,D] = eig(X);   % U = eigen-vectors. D = eigen values 
    N = U*sqrt(D)*xi{1}; 
    for j=2:400 
        N = [N, U*sqrt(D)*xi{j}]; 
    end 




%% Plot 3D 
figure(1) 
w = 5000/R; 
  
i = 8; 
plot3(coord(i,1),coord(i,2),coord(i,3),'o',... 
     'MarkerSize',2,'MarkerFaceColor','b') 
hold on 
p2 = plot3(real(Eta{i}(:,1)),real(Eta{i}(:,2)),... 
     real(Eta{i}(:,3)),'o','MarkerSize',1); 
set(p2,'Color','red') 
grid('on') 
text(coord(i,1)+w, coord(i,2), coord(i,3)+1.5*w,... 
    ['t = ',num2str(i/100),' min'],'BackgroundColor',[1 1 1]); 
  
i = 40; 
plot3(coord(i,1),coord(i,2),coord(i,3),'o',... 
     'MarkerSize',2,'MarkerFaceColor','b') 
p2 = plot3(real(Eta{i}(:,1)),real(Eta{i}(:,2)),... 
     real(Eta{i}(:,3)),'o','MarkerSize',1); 
set(p2,'Color','red') 
text(coord(i,1)+4.5*w, coord(i,2), coord(i,3)+2*w,... 
    ['t = ',num2str(i/100),' min'],'BackgroundColor',[1 1 1]); 
  
i = 150; 
plot3(coord(i,1),coord(i,2),coord(i,3),'o',... 
    'MarkerSize',2,'MarkerFaceColor','b') 
p2 = plot3(real(Eta{i}(:,1)),real(Eta{i}(:,2)),... 
     real(Eta{i}(:,3)),'o','MarkerSize',1); 
set(p2,'Color','red') 
text(coord(i,1)+8*w, coord(i,2)+0.1, coord(i,3)+1.5*w,... 
    ['t = ',num2str(i/100),' min'],'BackgroundColor',[1 1 1]); 
  
i = 600; 
plot3(coord(i,1),coord(i,2),coord(i,3),'o',... 
    'MarkerSize',2,'MarkerFaceColor','b') 
p2 = plot3(real(Eta{i}(:,1)),real(Eta{i}(:,2)),... 
     real(Eta{i}(:,3)),'o','MarkerSize',1); 
set(p2,'Color','red') 
text(coord(i,1)+9*w, coord(i,2), coord(i,3)+2*w,... 
    ['t = ',num2str(i/100),' min'],'BackgroundColor',[1 1 1]); 
  
i = sz; 
plot3(coord(i,1),coord(i,2),coord(i,3),'o',... 
    'MarkerSize',2,'MarkerFaceColor','b') 
p2 = plot3(real(Eta{i}(:,1)),real(Eta{i}(:,2)),... 
     real(Eta{i}(:,3)),'o','MarkerSize',1); 
set(p2,'Color','red') 
text(coord(i,1)+9*w, coord(i,2), coord(i,3)+2*w,... 
    ['t = ',num2str(i/100),' min'],'BackgroundColor',[1 1 1]); 
  






%% 3-D Animation 
figure(2) 
for i=1:sz 
    plot3(coord(i,1),coord(i,2),coord(i,3),'o',... 
        'MarkerSize',2,'MarkerFaceColor','b') 
    hold on 
    grid on 
    p2 = plot3(real(Eta{i}(:,1)),real(Eta{i}(:,2)),... 
        real(Eta{i}(:,3)),'o','MarkerSize',1); 
    set(p2,'Color','red') 
    text(0, 1, 1, ['t = ',num2str(i/100),' min'],'BackgroundColor',[1 1 1]); 
    axis([0 3 -1.5 1.5 0 1.2]) 
    xlabel('x_1 (m)'); 
    ylabel('x_2 (m)'); 
    zlabel('x_3 (m)'); 
    view(55,30) 
    pause(0.01) 
    hold off 
end 
  
%% X3 Plot: 
figure(3); 








CHAPTER 8. APPENDIX 57
8.3.2 Runge-Kutta Models
The rest of the simulations used the 4th order Runge-Kutta integration method in
order to allow the implementation of the HMW07 wind model and the MSISe-00
density model.
%% Estimation of Debris Propagation due to Space Vehicle Breakup 
% Department of Physical Sciences, Embry Riddle Aeronautical University 
  
% Monte-Carlo Simulation Using 4th Order Runge-Kutta Method: 
% - Analytical Wind Model, 
% - Analytical Density Model, 
% - Non-rotating Earth. 
  
% CODE BY: Juan A. Alvarado Valverde 
% e-mail: alvaradj@my.erau.edu 
% mobile: 386.334.3731 
  
clear all; clc; tic; 
  
%% Constants: 
B = 5;                          % Ballistic Coefficient, kg/m 
RE = 6378.1*1000;               % Radius of Earth, m 
go = 9.80665;                   % Gravitational acceleration, m/s^2 
Rho = 1.752;                    % Density constant, kg/m3 
H = 6700;                       % Altitude constant in density model, m 
ka = 5*10^-4;                   % Linear wind model, 1/s 
  
%% Non-Dimensional Parameters: 
R = 60000;                      % m 
V = 1000;                       % m/s 
T = 60;                         % s 
sd = 100/V;                     % Standard deviation 
  
%% Initial Conditions 
lon = -96.9;                    % Initial longitude 
lat = 32.6;                     % Initial latitude 
GMo = -1*pi/180;                % Initial flight path angle, rad 
PSYo = 0;                       % Initial heading angle 
Vo = 5397;                      % Initial speed, m/s 
x1 = 0;                         % Initial x position 
x2 = 0;                         % Initial y position 
x3 = 60960/R;                   % Initial z position 
x4 = Vo*cos(GMo)*cos(PSYo)/V;   % Initial x velocity 
x5 = Vo*cos(GMo)*sin(PSYo)/V;   % Initial y velocity 
x6 = Vo*sin(GMo)/V;             % Initial z velocity 
vo = [x4; x5; x6]; 
  
% Create a spherical grid of 1024 points, all of them having a speed of  
% 100 m/s outwards the center of the sphere, and add the initial  
% conditions of the velocity to the components of each point. 
tht = linspace(0,2*pi*(1-1/32),32); 
phi = linspace(-pi/2,pi/2,32); 
k = 1; 
v = zeros(3,1024); 
for i=1:32 
    for j=1:32 
        v(:,k) = vo + [sd*cos(phi(i))*cos(tht(j)) 
                       sd*cos(phi(i))*sin(tht(j)) 
                       sd*sin(phi(i))]; 
        k = k+1; 
    end 
end 
  
%% Preparing the Simulation: 
P = 1024;                       % Number of particles 
h = 0.01;                       % Time step, min 
si_tim = 32;                    % min 
num = si_tim/h + 1;             % Number of integrations 
Xx = zeros(num,3); 
  
%% Simulation: 
q = 1; 
for i=1:P 
    Xo = [x1 
          x2 
          x3 
          v(1,i) 
          v(2,i) 
          v(3,i)]; 
    r = 1; 
    Xx(r,:) = [Xo(1) Xo(2) Xo(3)]; 
    while 1 
        % Density model 
        rho = Rho*R*exp(-Xo(3)*R/H); 
        % Gravity model: 
        g = go*(RE/(RE+Xo(3)*R))^2*T^2/R; 
        % Wind Model: 
        w1 = 0; 
        w2 = ka*T*Xo(3); 
        w3 = 0; 
                 
        %% First Terms for RK 
        % Positions: 
        x11 = h*Xo(4); 
        x21 = h*Xo(5); 
        x31 = h*Xo(6); 
        % Velocities: 
        v11 = h*dltvelrk(Xo(4),Xo(5),Xo(6),w1,w2,w3,rho,B); 
        v21 = h*dltvelrk(Xo(5),Xo(4),Xo(6),w2,w1,w3,rho,B); 
        v31 = h*(dltvelrk(Xo(6),Xo(4),Xo(5),w3,w1,w2,rho,B)-g); 
                 
        %% Second Terms for RK 
        % Positions: 
        x12 = h*(Xo(4)+v11/2); 
        x22 = h*(Xo(5)+v21/2); 
        x32 = h*(Xo(6)+v31/2); 
        % Velocities 
        v12 = h*dltvelrk(Xo(4)+v11/2,Xo(5)+v21/2,Xo(6)+v31/2,... 
              w1,w2,w3,rho,B); 
        v22 = h*dltvelrk(Xo(5)+v21/2,Xo(4)+v11/2,Xo(6)+v31/2,... 
              w2,w1,w3,rho,B); 
        v32 = h*(dltvelrk(Xo(6)+v31/2,Xo(4)+v11/2,Xo(5)+v21/2,... 
              w3,w1,w2,rho,B)-g); 
                 
        %% Third Terms for RK 
        % Positions 
        x13 = h*(Xo(4)+v12/2); 
        x23 = h*(Xo(5)+v22/2); 
        x33 = h*(Xo(6)+v32/2); 
        % Velocities 
        v13 = h*dltvelrk(Xo(4)+v12/2,Xo(5)+v22/2,Xo(6)+v32/2,... 
              w1,w2,w3,rho,B); 
        v23 = h*dltvelrk(Xo(5)+v22/2,Xo(4)+v12/2,Xo(6)+v32/2,... 
              w2,w1,w3,rho,B); 
        v33 = h*(dltvelrk(Xo(6)+v32/2,Xo(4)+v12/2,Xo(5)+v22/2,... 
              w3,w1,w2,rho,B)-g); 
                 
        %% Third Terms for RK 
        % Positions 
        x14 = h*(Xo(4)+v13); 
        x24 = h*(Xo(5)+v23); 
        x34 = h*(Xo(6)+v33); 
        % Velocities 
        v14 = h*dltvelrk(Xo(4)+v13,Xo(5)+v23,Xo(6)+v33,w1,w2,w3,rho,B); 
        v24 = h*dltvelrk(Xo(5)+v23,Xo(4)+v13,Xo(6)+v33,w2,w1,w3,rho,B); 
        v34 = h*(dltvelrk(Xo(6)+v33,Xo(4)+v13,Xo(5)+v23,w3,w1,w2,rho,B)-g); 
                 
        %% Runge-Kutta: 
        % Positions: 
        Xo(1) = Xo(1) + (x11+2*x12+2*x13+x14)/6; 
        Xo(2) = Xo(2) + (x21+2*x22+2*x23+x24)/6; 
        Xo(3) = Xo(3) + (x31+2*x32+2*x33+x34)/6; 
        % Velocities: 
        Xo(4) = Xo(4) + (v11+2*v12+2*v13+v14)/6; 
        Xo(5) = Xo(5) + (v21+2*v22+2*v23+v24)/6; 
        Xo(6) = Xo(6) + (v31+2*v32+2*v33+v34)/6; 
                 
        %% Stoping the simulation: 
        r=r+1; 
        if Xo(3) <= 0 || r == num 
            Xx(r,:) = [Xo(1) Xo(2) Xo(3)]; 
            break; 
        end 
        Xx(r,:) = [Xo(1) Xo(2) Xo(3)]; 
    end 
    if r<num 
        for rr=r:num 
            Xx(rr,:) = [Xo(1) Xo(2) Xo(3)]; 
            % If the particle hits the ground, the simulation stops and the 
            % position remains the same for the rest of the simulating time 
        end 
    end 
    X{q} = Xx; 
    clear Xx 
    q = q+1; 
end 
  
%% Coordinates at every instant: 
for f=1:num 
    x=zeros(1,P); 
    y=zeros(1,P); 
    z=zeros(1,P); 
    for k=1:P 
        x(k) = X{k}(f,1); 
        y(k) = X{k}(f,2); 
        z(k) = X{k}(f,3); 
    end 
    coord{f} = [x' y' z']; 
end 
  
%% Generating a spherical grid: 
c = 0.9999; 
ss = 20; 
dlt = chi2inv(c,3); 
th = linspace(0,2*pi,ss); 
ph = linspace(-pi/2,pi/2,ss); 
k = 1; 
for i=1:ss 
    for j=1:ss 
        xi{k} = [sqrt(dlt)*cos(ph(i))*cos(th(j)) 
                 sqrt(dlt)*cos(ph(i))*sin(th(j)) 
                 sqrt(dlt)*sin(ph(i))]; 
        k = k+1; 
    end 
end 
  
%% Probability Analysis: 
for i=1:num 
    Mn = mean(coord{i}); 
    Sc = cov(coord{i}); 
    [U,D] = eig(Sc);   % U = eigen-vectors. D = eigen values 
    N = Mn' + U*sqrt(D)*xi{1}; 
    for j=2:400 
        N = [N, Mn' + U*sqrt(D)*xi{j}]; 
    end 




%% Plot of mean trajectory 
figure(1) 
i = 8; 
plot3(coord{i}(:,1),coord{i}(:,2),coord{i}(:,3),'o','MarkerSize',1) 
hold on 
p1 = plot3(real(Eta{i}(:,1)),real(Eta{i}(:,2)),real(Eta{i}(:,3)),... 
         'o','MarkerSize',1); 
set(p1,'Color','red') 
text(coord{i}(1,1),coord{i}(1,2)+0.2,coord{i}(1,3)+0.05,... 
    ['t = ',num2str(i*h)],'BackgroundColor',[1 1 1]) 
  
i = 40; 
plot3(coord{i}(:,1),coord{i}(:,2),coord{i}(:,3),'o','MarkerSize',1) 
p2 = plot3(real(Eta{i}(:,1)),real(Eta{i}(:,2)),real(Eta{i}(:,3)),... 
         'o','MarkerSize',1); 
set(p2,'Color','red') 
text(coord{i}(1,1),coord{i}(1,2)+0.2,coord{i}(1,3)+0.05,... 
    ['t = ',num2str(i*h)],'BackgroundColor',[1 1 1]) 
  
i = 150; 
plot3(coord{i}(:,1),coord{i}(:,2),coord{i}(:,3),'o','MarkerSize',1) 
p3 = plot3(real(Eta{i}(:,1)),real(Eta{i}(:,2)),real(Eta{i}(:,3)),... 
         'o','MarkerSize',1); 
set(p3,'Color','red') 
text(coord{i}(1,1),coord{i}(1,2)+0.3,coord{i}(1,3)+0.05,... 
    ['t = ',num2str(i*h)],'BackgroundColor',[1 1 1]) 
  
i = 600; 
plot3(coord{i}(:,1),coord{i}(:,2),coord{i}(:,3),'o','MarkerSize',1) 
p4 = plot3(real(Eta{i}(:,1)),real(Eta{i}(:,2)),real(Eta{i}(:,3)),... 
         'o','MarkerSize',1); 
set(p4,'Color','red') 
text(coord{i}(1,1),coord{i}(1,2)+0.25,coord{i}(1,3)+0.05,... 
    ['t = ',num2str(i*h)],'BackgroundColor',[1 1 1]) 
  
i = r; 
plot3(coord{i}(:,1),coord{i}(:,2),coord{i}(:,3),'o','MarkerSize',1) 
p5 = plot3(real(Eta{i}(:,1)),real(Eta{i}(:,2)),real(Eta{i}(:,3)),... 
         'o','MarkerSize',1); 
set(p5,'Color','red') 
text(coord{i}(1,1),coord{i}(1,2)+0.3, coord{i}(1,3),['t = ',num2str(i*h)],... 






axis([0 3 -1.5 1.5 0 1.2]) 
view(55, 30) 
  
%% 3D Animation: 
i = 1; 
while i<=num 
    plot3(coord{i}(:,1),coord{i}(:,2),coord{i}(:,3),'o','MarkerSize',1) 
    hold on 
    p2 = plot3(Eta{i}(:,1),Eta{i}(:,2),Eta{i}(:,3),'o','MarkerSize',1); 
    set(p2,'Color','red') 
    grid('on') 
    text(0,1,1,['t = ',num2str(i*h),' (min)'],... 
        'BackgroundColor',[1 1 1]) 
    xlabel('x_1'); 
    ylabel('x_2'); 
    zlabel('x_3'); 
    axis([0 3 -1.5 1.5 0 1.2]) 
    view(55, 30) 
    pause(0.01); 
    i = i+4; 





%% Estimation of Debris Propagation due to Space Vehicle Breakup 
% Department of Physical Sciences, Embry Riddle Aeronautical University 
  
% Covariance Propagation Using 4th Order Runge-Kutta Method: 
% - Analytical Wind Model, 
% - Analytical Density Model, 
% - Non-rotating Earth. 
  
% CODE BY: Juan A. Alvarado Valverde 
% e-mail: alvaradj@my.erau.edu 
% mobile: 386.334.3731 
  
clear all; clc; tic; 
  
%% Constants: 
B = 5;                          % Ballistic Coefficient, kg/m2 
RE = 6378.1*1000;               % Radius of Earth, m 
go = 9.80665;                   % Gravitational acceleration, m/s2 
Rho = 1.752;                    % Density Constant, kg/m3 
H = 6700;                       % Altitude constant in density model, m 
ka = 5*10^-4;                   % Linear wind model, 1/s 
  
%% Nondimensional parameters: 
R = 60000;                      % m 
V = 1000;                       % m/s 
T = 60;                         % s 
  
%% Initial Conditions: 
lon = -96.9;                    % Initial longitude 
lat = 32.6;                     % Initial latitude 
GMo = -1*pi/180;                % Initial flight path angle, rad 
PSYo = 0;                       % Initial heading angle 
Vo = 5397;                      % Initial speed, m/s 
x1 = 0;                         % Initial x position 
x2 = 0;                         % Initial y position 
x3 = 60960/R;                   % Initial z position 
v1 = Vo*cos(GMo)*cos(PSYo)/V;   % Initial x velocity 
v2 = Vo*cos(GMo)*sin(PSYo)/V;   % Initial y velocity 
v3 = Vo*sin(GMo)/V;             % Initial z velocity 
  
% Create a spherical grid of 1024 points, all of them having a speed of  
% 100 m/s outwards the center of the sphere, and add the initial  
% conditions of the velocity to the components of each point. 
tht = linspace(0,2*pi*(1-1/32),32); 
phi = linspace(-pi/2,pi/2,32); 
k = 1; 
v = zeros(3,1024); 
sd = 100/V;                     % Standard deviation 
vo = [v1; v2; v3]; 
for i=1:32 
    for j=1:32 
        v(:,k) = vo + [sd*cos(phi(i))*cos(tht(j)) 
                       sd*cos(phi(i))*sin(tht(j)) 
                       sd*sin(phi(i))]; 
        k = k+1; 
    end 
end 
  
% Find mean vector and covariance matrix of initial velocities 
Zp = cov(v'); 
zm = mean(v'); 
ze = zeros(3,3); 
% Initial condition for covariance matrix 
Z(:,:,1) = [ze ze 
            ze Zp]; 
% Initial condition for state vector 
z(:,1) = [0 
          0 
          0 
          zm']; 
  
%% Preparing the Simulation: 
si_tim = 40;                    % Simulation time, min 
h = 0.005;                      % Time step, min 
num = si_tim/h + 1;             % Number of integrations 
X = zeros(num,3);               % Pre-location of position values 
V = zeros(num,3); 
X(1,:) = [x1 x2 x3];            % Initial position (t = 0); 
F = zeros(3,3); 
G = zeros(3,3); 
  
%% Simulation (Using Runge-Kutta Method) 
i = 1; 
V(1,:) = [v1 v2 v3]; 
  
while 1 
    % Density model 
    rho = Rho*R*exp(-x3*R/H); 
    % Gravity model: 
    g = go*(RE/(RE+x3*R))^2*T^2/R; 
    % Wind Model: 
    w1 = 0; 
    w2 = ka*T*x3; 
    w3 = 0; 
    W = [w1 w2 w3]; 
    % Partial Derivatives of the Wind  
    dw = [0 0 0 
          0 0 ka*T 
          0 0 0]; 
  
    %% First Terms for RK 
    vl = V(i,:)-W;                  % Total velocity 
    va = sqrt(sum(vl.^2));          % Magnitude of velocity 
    for ii=1:3 
        for jj=1:3 
            F(ii,jj) = rho/(2*B)*(vl(ii)/va*(vl*dw(:,jj)+... 
                       va^2*krnk(jj,3)/H*R) + dw(ii,jj)*va); 
            G(ii,jj) = -rho/(2*B)*(vl(ii)*vl(jj)+va^2*krnk(ii,jj))/va; 
        end 
    end 
    A = [zeros(3,3) eye(3); F G];           % Jacobian matrix 
    dz1 = h*A*z(:,i);                       % Mean state vector 
    dZ1 = h*(A*Z(:,:,i)+Z(:,:,i)*A');       % Covariance matrix 
    % Positions: 
    x11 = h*v1; 
    x21 = h*v2; 
    x31 = h*v3; 
    % Velocities: 
    v11 = h*dltvelrk(v1,v2,v3,w1,w2,w3,rho,B); 
    v21 = h*dltvelrk(v2,v1,v3,w2,w1,w3,rho,B); 
    v31 = h*(dltvelrk(v3,v1,v2,w3,w1,w2,rho,B)-g); 
     
    %% Second Terms for RK 
    vl = [v1+v11/2 v2+v21/2 v3+v31/2]-W;            % Total velocity 
    va = sqrt(sum(vl.^2));                          % Magnitude of velocity 
    for ii=1:3 
        for jj=1:3 
            F(ii,jj) = rho/(2*B)*(vl(ii)/va*(vl*dw(:,jj)+... 
                       va^2*krnk(jj,3)/H*R) + dw(ii,jj)*va); 
            G(ii,jj) = -rho/(2*B)*(vl(ii)*vl(jj)+va^2*krnk(ii,jj))/va; 
        end 
    end 
    A = [zeros(3,3) eye(3); F G];                       % Jacobian matrix 
    dz2 = h*A*(z(:,i)+dz1/2);                           % Mean state vector 
    dZ2 = h*(A*(Z(:,:,i)+dZ1/2)+(Z(:,:,i)+dZ1/2)*A');   % Cov. matrix 
    % Positions: 
    x12 = h*(v1+v11/2); 
    x22 = h*(v2+v21/2); 
    x32 = h*(v3+v31/2); 
    % Velocities 
    v12 = h*dltvelrk(v1+v11/2,v2+v21/2,v3+v31/2,w1,w2,w3,rho,B); 
    v22 = h*dltvelrk(v2+v21/2,v1+v11/2,v3+v31/2,w2,w1,w3,rho,B); 
    v32 = h*(dltvelrk(v3+v31/2,v1+v11/2,v2+v21/2,w3,w1,w2,rho,B)-g); 
     
    %% Third Terms of RK 
    vl = [v1+v12/2 v2+v22/2 v3+v32/2]-W;            % Total velocity 
    va = sqrt(sum(vl.^2));                          % Magnitude of velocity 
    for ii=1:3 
        for jj=1:3 
            F(ii,jj) = rho/(2*B)*(vl(ii)/va*(vl*dw(:,jj)+... 
                       va^2*krnk(jj,3)/H*R) + dw(ii,jj)*va); 
            G(ii,jj) = -rho/(2*B)*(vl(ii)*vl(jj)+va^2*krnk(ii,jj))/va; 
        end 
    end 
    A = [zeros(3,3) eye(3); F G];                       % Jacobian matrix 
    dz3 = h*A*(z(:,i)+dz2/2);                           % Mean state vector 
    dZ3 = h*(A*(Z(:,:,i)+dZ2/2)+(Z(:,:,i)+dZ2/2)*A');   % Cov. matrix 
    % Positions: 
    x13 = h*(v1+v12/2); 
    x23 = h*(v2+v22/2); 
    x33 = h*(v3+v32/2); 
    % Velocities 
    v13 = h*dltvelrk(v1+v12/2,v2+v22/2,v3+v32/2,w1,w2,w3,rho,B); 
    v23 = h*dltvelrk(v2+v22/2,v1+v12/2,v3+v32/2,w2,w1,w3,rho,B); 
    v33 = h*(dltvelrk(v3+v32/2,v1+v12/2,v2+v22/2,w3,w1,w2,rho,B)-g); 
     
    %% Fourth Terms of RK 
    vl = [v1+v13 v2+v23 v3+v33]-W;                  % Total velocity 
    va = sqrt(sum(vl.^2));                          % Magnitude of velocity 
    for ii=1:3 
        for jj=1:3 
            F(ii,jj) = rho/(2*B)*(vl(ii)/va*(vl*dw(:,jj)+... 
                       va^2*krnk(jj,3)/H*R) + dw(ii,jj)*va); 
            G(ii,jj) = -rho/(2*B)*(vl(ii)*vl(jj)+va^2*krnk(ii,jj))/va; 
        end 
    end 
    A = [zeros(3,3) eye(3); F G];                   % Jacobian matrix 
    dz4 = h*A*(z(:,i)+dz3);                         % Mean state vector 
    dZ4 = h*(A*(Z(:,:,i)+dZ3)+(Z(:,:,i)+dZ3)*A');   % Covariance matrix 
    % Positions 
    x14 = h*(v1+v13); 
    x24 = h*(v2+v23); 
    x34 = h*(v3+v33); 
    % Velocities 
    v14 = h*dltvelrk(v1+v13,v2+v23,v3+v33,w1,w2,w3,rho,B); 
    v24 = h*dltvelrk(v2+v23,v1+v13,v3+v33,w2,w1,w3,rho,B); 
    v34 = h*(dltvelrk(v3+v33,v1+v13,v2+v23,w3,w1,w2,rho,B)-g); 
     
    %% Runge-Kutta: 
    % Positions: 
    x1 = x1 + (x11+2*x12+2*x13+x14)/6; 
    x2 = x2 + (x21+2*x22+2*x23+x24)/6; 
    x3 = x3 + (x31+2*x32+2*x33+x34)/6; 
    % Velocities: 
    v1 = v1 + (v11+2*v12+2*v13+v14)/6; 
    v2 = v2 + (v21+2*v22+2*v23+v24)/6; 
    v3 = v3 + (v31+2*v32+2*v33+v34)/6; 
    % Mean state vector: 
    zz = z(:,i) + (dz1+2*dz2+2*dz3+dz4)/6; 
    % Covariance: 
    ZZ = Z(:,:,i) + (dZ1+2*dZ2+2*dZ3+dZ4)/6; 
     
    %% Stoping the simulation: 
    i=i+1; 
    if x3 <= 0 || i == num 
        grn = i; 
        X(i,:) = [x1 x2 x3]; 
        V(i,:) = [v1 v2 v3]; 
        z(:,i) = zz; 
        Z(:,:,i) = ZZ; 
        clear zz ZZ 
        break; 
    end 
    X(i,:) = [x1 x2 x3]; 
    V(i,:) = [v1 v2 v3]; 
    z(:,i) = zz; 
    Z(:,:,i) = ZZ; 
    clear zz ZZ 
end 
  
%% Coordinates at every instant: 
pos = zeros(grn,3); 
for f=1:grn 
    x = X(f,1); 
    y = X(f,2); 
    zz = X(f,3); 
    pos(f,:) = [x y zz]; 
    clear x y zz 
end 
  
%% Probability Analysis 
c = 0.9999;                     % - Include 99.99% of particles in the 
                                %   probability ellipsoid. 
dlt = chi2inv(c,3);             % - Inverse of the chi-square cumulative  
                                %   distribution function 
ss = 20; 
th = linspace(0,2*pi,ss);       % Azimuth 
ph = linspace(-pi/2,pi/2,ss);   % Elevation 
k = 1; 
  
% Generating a spherical grid: 
xi = zeros(3,ss^2); 
for i=1:ss 
    for j=1:ss 
        xi(:,k) = [sqrt(dlt)*cos(ph(i))*cos(th(j)) 
                   sqrt(dlt)*cos(ph(i))*sin(th(j)) 
                   sqrt(dlt)*sin(ph(i))]; 
        k = k+1; 
    end 
end 
C = [1 0 0 0 0 0 
     0 1 0 0 0 0 
     0 0 1 0 0 0];              % Only position is required. 
  
% Probability Ellipsoids: 
Gg = ones(ss^2,1); 
N = zeros(3,ss^2); 
for i=1:grn 
    x = C*z(:,i); 
    Xx = C*Z(:,:,i)*C'; 
    [U,D] = eig(Xx);            % U = eigen-vectors. D = eigen values 
    for j=1:ss^2 
        N(:,j) = U*sqrt(D)*xi(:,j); 
    end 




%% Estimation of Debris Propagation due to Space Vehicle Breakup 
% Department of Physical Sciences, Embry Riddle Aeronautical University 
  
% Covariance Propagation Using 4th Order Runge-Kutta Method: 
% - HMW07 Wind Model, 
% - Analytical Density Model, 
% - Non-rotating Earth. 
  
% CODE BY: Juan A. Alvarado Valverde 
% e-mail: alvaradj@my.erau.edu 
% mobile: 386.334.3731 
  
clear all; clc; tic; 
  
%% Constants: 
B = 5;                          % Ballistic Coefficient, kg/m2 
RE = 6378.1*1000;               % Radius of Earth, m 
go = 9.80665;                   % Gravitational acceleration, m/s2 
Rho = 1.752;                    % Density Constant, kg/m3 
H = 6700;                       % Altitude constant in density model, m 
ka = 5*10^-4;                   % Linear wind model, 1/s 
  
%% Nondimensional parameters: 
R = 60000;                      % m 
V = 1000;                       % m/s 
T = 60;                         % s 
  
%% Initial Conditions: 
lon = -96.9;                    % Initial longitude 
lat = 32.6;                     % Initial latitude 
GMo = -1*pi/180;                % Initial flight path angle, rad 
PSYo = 0;                       % Initial heading angle 
Vo = 5397;                      % Initial speed, m/s 
x1 = 0;                         % Initial x position 
x2 = 0;                         % Initial y position 
x3 = 60960/R;                   % Initial z position 
v1 = Vo*cos(GMo)*cos(PSYo)/V;   % Initial x velocity 
v2 = Vo*cos(GMo)*sin(PSYo)/V;   % Initial y velocity 
v3 = Vo*sin(GMo)/V;             % Initial z velocity 
  
% Create a spherical grid of 1024 points, all of them having a speed of  
% 100 m/s outwards the center of the sphere, and add the initial  
% conditions of the velocity to the components of each point. 
tht = linspace(0,2*pi*(1-1/32),32); 
phi = linspace(-pi/2,pi/2,32); 
k = 1; 
v = zeros(3,1024); 
sd = 100/V;                     % Standard deviation 
vo = [v1; v2; v3]; 
for i=1:32 
    for j=1:32 
        v(:,k) = vo + [sd*cos(phi(i))*cos(tht(j)) 
                       sd*cos(phi(i))*sin(tht(j)) 
                       sd*sin(phi(i))]; 
        k = k+1; 
    end 
end 
  
% Find mean vector and covariance matrix of initial velocities 
Zp = cov(v'); 
zm = mean(v'); 
ze = zeros(3,3); 
% Initial condition for covariance matrix 
Z(:,:,1) = [ze ze 
            ze Zp]; 
% Initial condition for state vector 
z(:,1) = [0 
          0 
          0 
          zm']; 
% Initial conditions for the wind 
alt = x3*R/1000; 
w1 = 0; 
w2 = 0; 
w3 = 0; 
  
%% Preparing the Simulation: 
si_tim = 40;                    % Simulation time, min 
h = 0.005;                      % Time step, min 
num = si_tim/h + 1;             % Number of integrations 
X = zeros(num,3);               % Pre-location of position values 
V = zeros(num,3); 
wind = load('windprofile.txt'); % Horizontal Wind Data 
X(1,:) = [x1 x2 x3];            % Initial position (t = 0); 
F = zeros(3,3); 
G = zeros(3,3); 
  
%% Simulation (Using Runge-Kutta Method) 
i = 1; 
V(1,:) = [v1 v2 v3]; 
  
while 1 
    % Density model 
    rho = Rho*R*exp(-x3*R/H); 
     
    % Gravity model: 
    g = go*(RE/(RE+x3*R))^2*T^2/R; 
     
    % Wind Model: 
    w1i = w1; 
    w2i = w2; 
    w3i = w3; 
     
    alti = alt; 
    alt = X(i,3)*R/1000; 
     
    w1 = interp1(wind(:,1),wind(:,2),alt)/1000;      % Eastward wind 
    w2 = interp1(wind(:,1),wind(:,3),alt)/1000;      % Northward wind   
    w3 = 0; 
    W = [w1 w2 w3]; 
     
    % Partial Derivatives of the Wind 
    if i == 1 
        dw = [0 0 0 
              0 0 0 
              0 0 0]; 
    else 
        dw = [0 0 (w1 - w1i)/((alt - alti)/60) 
              0 0 (w2 - w2i)/((alt - alti)/60) 
              0 0 0]; 
    end 
  
    %% First Terms for RK 
    vl = V(i,:)-W;                  % Total velocity 
    va = sqrt(sum(vl.^2));          % Magnitude of velocity 
    for ii=1:3 
        for jj=1:3 
            F(ii,jj) = rho/(2*B)*(vl(ii)/va*(vl*dw(:,jj)+... 
                       va^2*krnk(jj,3)/H*R) + dw(ii,jj)*va); 
            G(ii,jj) = -rho/(2*B)*(vl(ii)*vl(jj)+va^2*krnk(ii,jj))/va; 
        end 
    end 
    A = [zeros(3,3) eye(3); F G];           % Jacobian matrix 
    dz1 = h*A*z(:,i);                       % Mean state vector 
    dZ1 = h*(A*Z(:,:,i)+Z(:,:,i)*A');       % Covariance matrix 
    % Positions: 
    x11 = h*v1; 
    x21 = h*v2; 
    x31 = h*v3; 
    % Velocities: 
    v11 = h*dltvelrk(v1,v2,v3,w1,w2,w3,rho,B); 
    v21 = h*dltvelrk(v2,v1,v3,w2,w1,w3,rho,B); 
    v31 = h*(dltvelrk(v3,v1,v2,w3,w1,w2,rho,B)-g); 
     
    %% Second Terms for RK 
    vl = [v1+v11/2 v2+v21/2 v3+v31/2]-W;            % Total velocity 
    va = sqrt(sum(vl.^2));                          % Magnitude of velocity 
    for ii=1:3 
        for jj=1:3 
            F(ii,jj) = rho/(2*B)*(vl(ii)/va*(vl*dw(:,jj)+... 
                       va^2*krnk(jj,3)/H*R) + dw(ii,jj)*va); 
            G(ii,jj) = -rho/(2*B)*(vl(ii)*vl(jj)+va^2*krnk(ii,jj))/va; 
        end 
    end 
    A = [zeros(3,3) eye(3); F G];                       % Jacobian matrix 
    dz2 = h*A*(z(:,i)+dz1/2);                           % Mean state vector 
    dZ2 = h*(A*(Z(:,:,i)+dZ1/2)+(Z(:,:,i)+dZ1/2)*A');   % Cov. matrix 
    % Positions: 
    x12 = h*(v1+v11/2); 
    x22 = h*(v2+v21/2); 
    x32 = h*(v3+v31/2); 
    % Velocities 
    v12 = h*dltvelrk(v1+v11/2,v2+v21/2,v3+v31/2,w1,w2,w3,rho,B); 
    v22 = h*dltvelrk(v2+v21/2,v1+v11/2,v3+v31/2,w2,w1,w3,rho,B); 
    v32 = h*(dltvelrk(v3+v31/2,v1+v11/2,v2+v21/2,w3,w1,w2,rho,B)-g); 
     
    %% Third Terms of RK 
    vl = [v1+v12/2 v2+v22/2 v3+v32/2]-W;            % Total velocity 
    va = sqrt(sum(vl.^2));                          % Magnitude of velocity 
    for ii=1:3 
        for jj=1:3 
            F(ii,jj) = rho/(2*B)*(vl(ii)/va*(vl*dw(:,jj)+... 
                       va^2*krnk(jj,3)/H*R) + dw(ii,jj)*va); 
            G(ii,jj) = -rho/(2*B)*(vl(ii)*vl(jj)+va^2*krnk(ii,jj))/va; 
        end 
    end 
    A = [zeros(3,3) eye(3); F G];                       % Jacobian matrix 
    dz3 = h*A*(z(:,i)+dz2/2);                           % Mean state vector 
    dZ3 = h*(A*(Z(:,:,i)+dZ2/2)+(Z(:,:,i)+dZ2/2)*A');   % Cov. matrix 
    % Positions: 
    x13 = h*(v1+v12/2); 
    x23 = h*(v2+v22/2); 
    x33 = h*(v3+v32/2); 
    % Velocities 
    v13 = h*dltvelrk(v1+v12/2,v2+v22/2,v3+v32/2,w1,w2,w3,rho,B); 
    v23 = h*dltvelrk(v2+v22/2,v1+v12/2,v3+v32/2,w2,w1,w3,rho,B); 
    v33 = h*(dltvelrk(v3+v32/2,v1+v12/2,v2+v22/2,w3,w1,w2,rho,B)-g); 
     
    %% Fourth Terms of RK 
    vl = [v1+v13 v2+v23 v3+v33]-W;                  % Total velocity 
    va = sqrt(sum(vl.^2));                          % Magnitude of velocity 
    for ii=1:3 
        for jj=1:3 
            F(ii,jj) = rho/(2*B)*(vl(ii)/va*(vl*dw(:,jj)+... 
                       va^2*krnk(jj,3)/H*R) + dw(ii,jj)*va); 
            G(ii,jj) = -rho/(2*B)*(vl(ii)*vl(jj)+va^2*krnk(ii,jj))/va; 
        end 
    end 
    A = [zeros(3,3) eye(3); F G];                   % Jacobian matrix 
    dz4 = h*A*(z(:,i)+dz3);                         % Mean state vector 
    dZ4 = h*(A*(Z(:,:,i)+dZ3)+(Z(:,:,i)+dZ3)*A');   % Covariance matrix 
    % Positions 
    x14 = h*(v1+v13); 
    x24 = h*(v2+v23); 
    x34 = h*(v3+v33); 
    % Velocities 
    v14 = h*dltvelrk(v1+v13,v2+v23,v3+v33,w1,w2,w3,rho,B); 
    v24 = h*dltvelrk(v2+v23,v1+v13,v3+v33,w2,w1,w3,rho,B); 
    v34 = h*(dltvelrk(v3+v33,v1+v13,v2+v23,w3,w1,w2,rho,B)-g); 
     
    %% Runge-Kutta: 
    % Positions: 
    x1 = x1 + (x11+2*x12+2*x13+x14)/6; 
    x2 = x2 + (x21+2*x22+2*x23+x24)/6; 
    x3 = x3 + (x31+2*x32+2*x33+x34)/6; 
    % Velocities: 
    v1 = v1 + (v11+2*v12+2*v13+v14)/6; 
    v2 = v2 + (v21+2*v22+2*v23+v24)/6; 
    v3 = v3 + (v31+2*v32+2*v33+v34)/6; 
    % Mean state vector: 
    zz = z(:,i) + (dz1+2*dz2+2*dz3+dz4)/6; 
    % Covariance: 
    ZZ = Z(:,:,i) + (dZ1+2*dZ2+2*dZ3+dZ4)/6; 
     
    %% Stoping the simulation: 
    i=i+1; 
    if x3 <= 0 || i == num 
        grn = i; 
        X(i,:) = [x1 x2 x3]; 
        V(i,:) = [v1 v2 v3]; 
        z(:,i) = zz; 
        Z(:,:,i) = ZZ; 
        clear zz ZZ 
        break; 
    end 
    X(i,:) = [x1 x2 x3]; 
    V(i,:) = [v1 v2 v3]; 
    z(:,i) = zz; 
    Z(:,:,i) = ZZ; 
    clear zz ZZ 
end 
  
%% Coordinates at every instant: 
pos = zeros(grn,3); 
for f=1:grn 
    x = X(f,1); 
    y = X(f,2); 
    zz = X(f,3); 
    pos(f,:) = [x y zz]; 
    clear x y zz 
end 
  
%% Probability Analysis 
c = 0.9999;                     % - Include 99.99% of particles in the 
                                %   probability ellipsoid. 
dlt = chi2inv(c,3);             % - Inverse of the chi-square cumulative  
                                %   distribution function 
ss = 20; 
th = linspace(0,2*pi,ss);       % Azimuth 
ph = linspace(-pi/2,pi/2,ss);   % Elevation 
k = 1; 
  
% Generating a spherical grid: 
xi = zeros(3,ss^2); 
for i=1:ss 
    for j=1:ss 
        xi(:,k) = [sqrt(dlt)*cos(ph(i))*cos(th(j)) 
                   sqrt(dlt)*cos(ph(i))*sin(th(j)) 
                   sqrt(dlt)*sin(ph(i))]; 
        k = k+1; 
    end 
end 
C = [1 0 0 0 0 0 
     0 1 0 0 0 0 
     0 0 1 0 0 0];              % Only position is required. 
  
% Probability Ellipsoids: 
Gg = ones(ss^2,1); 
N = zeros(3,ss^2); 
for i=1:grn 
    x = C*z(:,i); 
    Xx = C*Z(:,:,i)*C'; 
    [U,D] = eig(Xx);            % U = eigen-vectors. D = eigen values 
    for j=1:ss^2 
        N(:,j) = U*sqrt(D)*xi(:,j); 
    end 




%% Estimation of Debris Propagation due to Space Vehicle Breakup 
% Department of Physical Sciences, Embry Riddle Aeronautical University 
  
% Covariance Propagation Using 4th Order Runge-Kutta Method: 
% - HMW07 Wind Model, 
% - MSISe-00 Density Model, 
% - Non-rotating Earth. 
  
% CODE BY: Juan A. Alvarado Valverde 
% e-mail: alvaradj@my.erau.edu 
% mobile: 386.334.3731 
  
clear all; clc; tic; 
  
%% Constants: 
B = 5;                          % Ballistic Coefficient, kg/m2 
RE = 6378.1*1000;               % Radius of Earth, m 
go = 9.80665;                   % Gravitational acceleration, m/s2 
  
%% Nondimensional parameters: 
R = 60000;                      % m 
V = 1000;                       % m/s 
T = 60;                         % s 
  
%% Initial Conditions: 
lon = -96.9;                    % Initial longitude 
lat = 32.6;                     % Initial latitude 
GMo = -1*pi/180;                % Initial flight path angle, rad 
PSYo = 0;                       % Initial heading angle 
Vo = 5397;                      % Initial speed, m/s 
x1 = 0;                         % Initial x position 
x2 = 0;                         % Initial y position 
x3 = 60960/R;                   % Initial z position 
v1 = Vo*cos(GMo)*cos(PSYo)/V;   % Initial x velocity 
v2 = Vo*cos(GMo)*sin(PSYo)/V;   % Initial y velocity 
v3 = Vo*sin(GMo)/V;             % Initial z velocity 
  
% Create a spherical grid of 1024 points, all of them having a speed of  
% 100 m/s outwards the center of the sphere, and add the initial  
% conditions of the velocity to the components of each point. 
tht = linspace(0,2*pi*(1-1/32),32); 
phi = linspace(-pi/2,pi/2,32); 
k = 1; 
v = zeros(3,1024); 
sd = 100/V;                     % Standard deviation 
vo = [v1; v2; v3]; 
for i=1:32 
    for j=1:32 
        v(:,k) = vo + [sd*cos(phi(i))*cos(tht(j)) 
                       sd*cos(phi(i))*sin(tht(j)) 
                       sd*sin(phi(i))]; 
        k = k+1; 
    end 
end 
  
% Find mean vector and covariance matrix of initial velocities 
Zp = cov(v'); 
zm = mean(v'); 
ze = zeros(3,3); 
% Initial condition for covariance matrix 
Z(:,:,1) = [ze ze 
            ze Zp]; 
% Initial condition for state vector 
z(:,1) = [0 
          0 
          0 
          zm']; 
% Initial conditions for the wind 
alt = x3*R/1000; 
w1 = 0; 
w2 = 0; 
w3 = 0; 
% Initial conditions for the density 
[~,rhu] = atmosnrlmsise00(0, lat, lon, 2007, 1, 12*3600); 
rho = rhu(6)*R; 
x30 = 0; 
  
%% Preparing the Simulation: 
si_tim = 40;                    % Simulation time, min 
h = 0.005;                      % Time step, min 
num = si_tim/h + 1;             % Number of integrations 
X = zeros(num,3);               % Pre-location of position values 
V = zeros(num,3); 
wind = load('windprofile.txt'); % Horizontal Wind Data 
X(1,:) = [x1 x2 x3];            % Initial position (t = 0); 
F = zeros(3,3); 
G = zeros(3,3); 
  
%% Simulation (Using Runge-Kutta Method) 
i = 1; 
V(1,:) = [v1 v2 v3]; 
  
while 1 
    % Density model 
    rho0 = rho; 
    [~,rhu] = atmosnrlmsise00(x3*R, lat, lon, 2007, 1, 12*3600); 
    rho = rhu(6)*R; 
    drho = [0 0 (rho-rho0)/(x3-x30)]; 
    x30 = x3; 
     
    % Gravity model: 
    g = go*(RE/(RE+x3*R))^2*T^2/R; 
     
    % Wind Model: 
    w1i = w1; 
    w2i = w2; 
    w3i = w3; 
     
    alti = alt; 
    alt = X(i,3)*R/1000; 
     
    w1 = interp1(wind(:,1),wind(:,2),alt)/1000;      % Eastward wind 
    w2 = interp1(wind(:,1),wind(:,3),alt)/1000;      % Northward wind   
    w3 = 0; 
    W = [w1 w2 w3]; 
     
    % Partial Derivatives of the Wind 
    if i == 1 
        dw = [0 0 0 
              0 0 0 
              0 0 0]; 
    else 
        dw = [0 0 (w1 - w1i)/((alt - alti)/60) 
              0 0 (w2 - w2i)/((alt - alti)/60) 
              0 0 0]; 
    end 
  
    %% First Terms for RK 
    vl = V(i,:)-W;                  % Total velocity 
    va = sqrt(sum(vl.^2));          % Magnitude of velocity 
    for ii=1:3 
        for jj=1:3 
            F(ii,jj) = 1/(2*B)*(rho*(vl(ii)/va*vl*dw(:,jj)+... 
                dw(ii,jj)*va) - drho(jj)*va*vl(ii)); 
            G(ii,jj) = -rho/(2*B)*(vl(ii)*vl(jj)+va^2*krnk(ii,jj))/va; 
        end 
    end 
    A = [zeros(3,3) eye(3); F G];           % Jacobian matrix 
    dz1 = h*A*z(:,i);                       % Mean state vector 
    dZ1 = h*(A*Z(:,:,i)+Z(:,:,i)*A');       % Covariance matrix 
    % Positions: 
    x11 = h*v1; 
    x21 = h*v2; 
    x31 = h*v3; 
    % Velocities: 
    v11 = h*dltvelrk(v1,v2,v3,w1,w2,w3,rho,B); 
    v21 = h*dltvelrk(v2,v1,v3,w2,w1,w3,rho,B); 
    v31 = h*(dltvelrk(v3,v1,v2,w3,w1,w2,rho,B)-g); 
     
    %% Second Terms for RK 
    vl = [v1+v11/2 v2+v21/2 v3+v31/2]-W;            % Total velocity 
    va = sqrt(sum(vl.^2));                          % Magnitude of velocity 
    for ii=1:3 
        for jj=1:3 
            F(ii,jj) = 1/(2*B)*(rho*(vl(ii)/va*vl*dw(:,jj)+... 
                dw(ii,jj)*va) - drho(jj)*va*vl(ii)); 
            G(ii,jj) = -rho/(2*B)*(vl(ii)*vl(jj)+va^2*krnk(ii,jj))/va; 
        end 
    end 
    A = [zeros(3,3) eye(3); F G];                       % Jacobian matrix 
    dz2 = h*A*(z(:,i)+dz1/2);                           % Mean state vector 
    dZ2 = h*(A*(Z(:,:,i)+dZ1/2)+(Z(:,:,i)+dZ1/2)*A');   % Cov. matrix 
    % Positions: 
    x12 = h*(v1+v11/2); 
    x22 = h*(v2+v21/2); 
    x32 = h*(v3+v31/2); 
    % Velocities 
    v12 = h*dltvelrk(v1+v11/2,v2+v21/2,v3+v31/2,w1,w2,w3,rho,B); 
    v22 = h*dltvelrk(v2+v21/2,v1+v11/2,v3+v31/2,w2,w1,w3,rho,B); 
    v32 = h*(dltvelrk(v3+v31/2,v1+v11/2,v2+v21/2,w3,w1,w2,rho,B)-g); 
     
    %% Third Terms of RK 
    vl = [v1+v12/2 v2+v22/2 v3+v32/2]-W;            % Total velocity 
    va = sqrt(sum(vl.^2));                          % Magnitude of velocity 
    for ii=1:3 
        for jj=1:3 
            F(ii,jj) = 1/(2*B)*(rho*(vl(ii)/va*vl*dw(:,jj)+... 
                dw(ii,jj)*va) - drho(jj)*va*vl(ii)); 
            G(ii,jj) = -rho/(2*B)*(vl(ii)*vl(jj)+va^2*krnk(ii,jj))/va; 
        end 
    end 
    A = [zeros(3,3) eye(3); F G];                       % Jacobian matrix 
    dz3 = h*A*(z(:,i)+dz2/2);                           % Mean state vector 
    dZ3 = h*(A*(Z(:,:,i)+dZ2/2)+(Z(:,:,i)+dZ2/2)*A');   % Cov. matrix 
    % Positions: 
    x13 = h*(v1+v12/2); 
    x23 = h*(v2+v22/2); 
    x33 = h*(v3+v32/2); 
    % Velocities 
    v13 = h*dltvelrk(v1+v12/2,v2+v22/2,v3+v32/2,w1,w2,w3,rho,B); 
    v23 = h*dltvelrk(v2+v22/2,v1+v12/2,v3+v32/2,w2,w1,w3,rho,B); 
    v33 = h*(dltvelrk(v3+v32/2,v1+v12/2,v2+v22/2,w3,w1,w2,rho,B)-g); 
     
    %% Fourth Terms of RK 
    vl = [v1+v13 v2+v23 v3+v33]-W;                  % Total velocity 
    va = sqrt(sum(vl.^2));                          % Magnitude of velocity 
    for ii=1:3 
        for jj=1:3 
            F(ii,jj) = 1/(2*B)*(rho*(vl(ii)/va*vl*dw(:,jj)+... 
                dw(ii,jj)*va) - drho(jj)*va*vl(ii)); 
            G(ii,jj) = -rho/(2*B)*(vl(ii)*vl(jj)+va^2*krnk(ii,jj))/va; 
        end 
    end 
    A = [zeros(3,3) eye(3); F G];                   % Jacobian matrix 
    dz4 = h*A*(z(:,i)+dz3);                         % Mean state vector 
    dZ4 = h*(A*(Z(:,:,i)+dZ3)+(Z(:,:,i)+dZ3)*A');   % Covariance matrix 
    % Positions 
    x14 = h*(v1+v13); 
    x24 = h*(v2+v23); 
    x34 = h*(v3+v33); 
    % Velocities 
    v14 = h*dltvelrk(v1+v13,v2+v23,v3+v33,w1,w2,w3,rho,B); 
    v24 = h*dltvelrk(v2+v23,v1+v13,v3+v33,w2,w1,w3,rho,B); 
    v34 = h*(dltvelrk(v3+v33,v1+v13,v2+v23,w3,w1,w2,rho,B)-g); 
     
    %% Runge-Kutta: 
    % Positions: 
    x1 = x1 + (x11+2*x12+2*x13+x14)/6; 
    x2 = x2 + (x21+2*x22+2*x23+x24)/6; 
    x3 = x3 + (x31+2*x32+2*x33+x34)/6; 
    % Velocities: 
    v1 = v1 + (v11+2*v12+2*v13+v14)/6; 
    v2 = v2 + (v21+2*v22+2*v23+v24)/6; 
    v3 = v3 + (v31+2*v32+2*v33+v34)/6; 
    % Mean state vector: 
    zz = z(:,i) + (dz1+2*dz2+2*dz3+dz4)/6; 
    % Covariance: 
    ZZ = Z(:,:,i) + (dZ1+2*dZ2+2*dZ3+dZ4)/6; 
     
    %% Stoping the simulation: 
    i=i+1; 
    if x3 <= 0 || i == num 
        grn = i; 
        X(i,:) = [x1 x2 x3]; 
        V(i,:) = [v1 v2 v3]; 
        z(:,i) = zz; 
        Z(:,:,i) = ZZ; 
        clear zz ZZ 
        break; 
    end 
    X(i,:) = [x1 x2 x3]; 
    V(i,:) = [v1 v2 v3]; 
    z(:,i) = zz; 
    Z(:,:,i) = ZZ; 
    clear zz ZZ 
end 
  
%% Coordinates at every instant: 
pos = zeros(grn,3); 
for f=1:grn 
    x = X(f,1); 
    y = X(f,2); 
    zz = X(f,3); 
    pos(f,:) = [x y zz]; 
    clear x y zz 
end 
  
%% Probability Analysis 
c = 0.9999;                     % - Include 99.99% of particles in the 
                                %   probability ellipsoid. 
dlt = chi2inv(c,3);             % - Inverse of the chi-square cumulative  
                                %   distribution function 
ss = 20; 
th = linspace(0,2*pi,ss);       % Azimuth 
ph = linspace(-pi/2,pi/2,ss);   % Elevation 
k = 1; 
  
% Generating a spherical grid: 
xi = zeros(3,ss^2); 
for i=1:ss 
    for j=1:ss 
        xi(:,k) = [sqrt(dlt)*cos(ph(i))*cos(th(j)) 
                   sqrt(dlt)*cos(ph(i))*sin(th(j)) 
                   sqrt(dlt)*sin(ph(i))]; 
        k = k+1; 
    end 
end 
C = [1 0 0 0 0 0 
     0 1 0 0 0 0 
     0 0 1 0 0 0];              % Only position is required. 
  
% Probability Ellipsoids: 
Gg = ones(ss^2,1); 
N = zeros(3,ss^2); 
for i=1:grn 
    x = C*z(:,i); 
    Xx = C*Z(:,:,i)*C'; 
    [U,D] = eig(Xx);            % U = eigen-vectors. D = eigen values 
    for j=1:ss^2 
        N(:,j) = U*sqrt(D)*xi(:,j); 
    end 




%% Estimation of Debris Propagation due to Space Vehicle Breakup 
% Department of Physical Sciences, Embry Riddle Aeronautical University 
  
% Covariance Propagation Using 4th Order Runge-Kutta Method: 
% - HMW07 Wind Model, 
% - MSISe-00 Density Model, 
% - Rotating Earth. 
  
% CODE BY: Juan A. Alvarado Valverde 
% e-mail: alvaradj@my.erau.edu 
% mobile: 386.334.3731 
  
clear all; clc; tic; 
  
%% Constants: 
B = 5;                          % Ballistic Coefficient, kg/m2 
RE = 6378.1*1000;               % Radius of Earth, m 
go = 9.80665;                   % Gravitational acceleration, m/s2 
Om = 72.9217*10^(-6);           % Earth's rotation constant, rad/s 
  
%% Nondimensional parameters: 
R = 60000;                      % m 
V = 1000;                       % m/s 
T = 60;                         % s 
  
%% Initial Conditions: 
lon = -96.9;                    % Initial longitude 
lat = 32.6;                     % Initial latitude 
GMo = -1*pi/180;                % Initial flight path angle, rad 
PSYo = 0;                       % Initial heading angle 
Vo = 5397;                      % Initial speed, m/s 
x1 = 0;                         % Initial x position 
x2 = 0;                         % Initial y position 
x3 = 60960/R;                   % Initial z position 
v1 = Vo*cos(GMo)*cos(PSYo)/V;   % Initial x velocity 
v2 = Vo*cos(GMo)*sin(PSYo)/V;   % Initial y velocity 
v3 = Vo*sin(GMo)/V;             % Initial z velocity 
  
% Create a spherical grid of 1024 points, all of them having a speed of  
% 100 m/s outwards the center of the sphere, and add the initial  
% conditions of the velocity to the components of each point. 
tht = linspace(0,2*pi*(1-1/32),32); 
phi = linspace(-pi/2,pi/2,32); 
k = 1; 
v = zeros(3,1024); 
sd = 100/V;                     % Standard deviation 
vo = [v1; v2; v3]; 
for i=1:32 
    for j=1:32 
        v(:,k) = vo + [sd*cos(phi(i))*cos(tht(j)) 
                       sd*cos(phi(i))*sin(tht(j)) 
                       sd*sin(phi(i))]; 
        k = k+1; 
    end 
end 
  
% Find mean vector and covariance matrix of initial velocities 
Zp = cov(v'); 
zm = mean(v'); 
ze = zeros(3,3); 
% Initial condition for covariance matrix 
Z(:,:,1) = [ze ze 
            ze Zp]; 
% Initial condition for state vector 
z(:,1) = [0 
          0 
          0 
          zm']; 
% Initial conditions for the wind 
alt = x3*R/1000; 
w1 = 0; 
w2 = 0; 
w3 = 0; 
% Initial conditions for the density 
[~,rhu] = atmosnrlmsise00(0, lat, lon, 2007, 1, 12*3600); 
rho = rhu(6)*R; 
x30 = 0; 
  
%% Preparing the Simulation: 
si_tim = 40;                    % Simulation time, min 
h = 0.005;                      % Time step, min 
num = si_tim/h + 1;             % Number of integrations 
X = zeros(num,3);               % Pre-location of position values 
V = zeros(num,3); 
wind = load('windprofile.txt'); % Horizontal Wind Data 
X(1,:) = [x1 x2 x3];            % Initial position (t = 0); 
F = zeros(3,3); 
G = zeros(3,3); 
  
%% Simulation (Using Runge-Kutta Method) 
i = 1; 
V(1,:) = [v1 v2 v3]; 
  
O1 = Om*T; 
o2 = O1*cos(lat); 
o3 = O1*sin(lat); 
  
dF = [O1^2   0       0 
      0      o3^2   -o2*o3 
      0     -o3*o2   o2^3]; 
  
dG = [0      2*o3   -2*o2 
     -2*o3   0       0 
      2*o2   0       0]; 
  
while 1 
    % Density model 
    rho0 = rho; 
    [~,rhu] = atmosnrlmsise00(x3*R, lat, lon, 2007, 1, 12*3600); 
    rho = rhu(6)*R; 
    drho = [0 0 (rho-rho0)/(x3-x30)]; 
    x30 = x3; 
     
    % Gravity model: 
    g = go*(RE/(RE+x3*R))^2*T^2/R; 
     
    % Wind Model: 
    w1i = w1; 
    w2i = w2; 
    w3i = w3; 
     
    alti = alt; 
    alt = X(i,3)*R/1000; 
     
    w1 = interp1(wind(:,1),wind(:,2),alt)/1000;      % Eastward wind 
    w2 = interp1(wind(:,1),wind(:,3),alt)/1000;      % Northward wind   
    w3 = 0; 
    W = [w1 w2 w3]; 
     
    % Partial Derivatives of the Wind 
    if i == 1 
        dw = [0 0 0 
              0 0 0 
              0 0 0]; 
    else 
        dw = [0 0 (w1 - w1i)/((alt - alti)/60) 
              0 0 (w2 - w2i)/((alt - alti)/60) 
              0 0 0]; 
    end 
  
    %% First Terms for RK 
    vl = V(i,:)-W;                  % Total velocity 
    va = sqrt(sum(vl.^2));          % Magnitude of velocity 
    for ii=1:3 
        for jj=1:3 
            F(ii,jj) = 1/(2*B)*(rho*(vl(ii)/va*vl*dw(:,jj)+... 
                dw(ii,jj)*va) - drho(jj)*va*vl(ii)); 
            G(ii,jj) = -rho/(2*B)*(vl(ii)*vl(jj)+va^2*krnk(ii,jj))/va; 
        end 
    end 
    F = F + dF; 
    G = G + dG; 
    A = [zeros(3,3) eye(3); F G];           % Jacobian matrix 
    dz1 = h*A*z(:,i);                       % Mean state vector 
    dZ1 = h*(A*Z(:,:,i)+Z(:,:,i)*A');       % Covariance matrix 
    % Positions: 
    x11 = h*v1; 
    x21 = h*v2; 
    x31 = h*v3; 
    % Velocities: 
    v11 = h*(dltvelrk(v1,v2,v3,w1,w2,w3,rho,B)... 
             -2*(o2*v3-o3*v2) + O1^2*x1); 
    v21 = h*(dltvelrk(v2,v1,v3,w2,w1,w3,rho,B)... 
             -2*o3*v1 - o2*o3*(x3+RE/R) + o3^2*x2); 
    v31 = h*(dltvelrk(v3,v1,v2,w3,w1,w2,rho,B)-g... 
             +2*o2*v1 - o2*o3*x2 + o2^2*(x3+RE/R)); 
     
    %% Second Terms for RK 
    vl = [v1+v11/2 v2+v21/2 v3+v31/2]-W;            % Total velocity 
    va = sqrt(sum(vl.^2));                          % Magnitude of velocity 
    for ii=1:3 
        for jj=1:3 
            F(ii,jj) = 1/(2*B)*(rho*(vl(ii)/va*vl*dw(:,jj)+... 
                dw(ii,jj)*va) - drho(jj)*va*vl(ii)); 
            G(ii,jj) = -rho/(2*B)*(vl(ii)*vl(jj)+va^2*krnk(ii,jj))/va; 
        end 
    end 
    F = F + dF; 
    G = G + dG; 
    A = [zeros(3,3) eye(3); F G];                       % Jacobian matrix 
    dz2 = h*A*(z(:,i)+dz1/2);                           % Mean state vector 
    dZ2 = h*(A*(Z(:,:,i)+dZ1/2)+(Z(:,:,i)+dZ1/2)*A');   % Cov. matrix 
    % Positions: 
    x12 = h*(v1+v11/2); 
    x22 = h*(v2+v21/2); 
    x32 = h*(v3+v31/2); 
    % Velocities 
    v12 = h*(dltvelrk(v1+v11/2,v2+v21/2,v3+v31/2,w1,w2,w3,rho,B)... 
             -2*(o2*(v3+v31/2)-o3*(v2+v21/2)) + O1^2*(x1+x11/2)); 
    v22 = h*(dltvelrk(v2+v21/2,v1+v11/2,v3+v31/2,w2,w1,w3,rho,B)... 
             -2*o3*(v1+v11/2) - o2*o3*(x3+x31/2+RE/R) + o3^2*(x2+x21/2)); 
    v32 = h*(dltvelrk(v3+v31/2,v1+v11/2,v2+v21/2,w3,w1,w2,rho,B)-g... 
             +2*o2*(v1+v11/2) - o2*o3*(x2+x21/2) + o2^2*(x3+x31/2+RE/R)); 
     
    %% Third Terms of RK 
    vl = [v1+v12/2 v2+v22/2 v3+v32/2]-W;            % Total velocity 
    va = sqrt(sum(vl.^2));                          % Magnitude of velocity 
    for ii=1:3 
        for jj=1:3 
            F(ii,jj) = 1/(2*B)*(rho*(vl(ii)/va*vl*dw(:,jj)+... 
                dw(ii,jj)*va) - drho(jj)*va*vl(ii)); 
            G(ii,jj) = -rho/(2*B)*(vl(ii)*vl(jj)+va^2*krnk(ii,jj))/va; 
        end 
    end 
    F = F + dF; 
    G = G + dG; 
    A = [zeros(3,3) eye(3); F G];                       % Jacobian matrix 
    dz3 = h*A*(z(:,i)+dz2/2);                           % Mean state vector 
    dZ3 = h*(A*(Z(:,:,i)+dZ2/2)+(Z(:,:,i)+dZ2/2)*A');   % Cov. matrix 
    % Positions: 
    x13 = h*(v1+v12/2); 
    x23 = h*(v2+v22/2); 
    x33 = h*(v3+v32/2); 
    % Velocities 
    v13 = h*(dltvelrk(v1+v12/2,v2+v22/2,v3+v32/2,w1,w2,w3,rho,B)... 
             -2*(o2*(v3+v32/2)-o3*(v2+v22/2)) + O1^2*(x1+x12/2)); 
    v23 = h*(dltvelrk(v2+v22/2,v1+v12/2,v3+v32/2,w2,w1,w3,rho,B)... 
             -2*o3*(v1+v12/2) - o2*o3*(x3+x32/2+RE/R) + o3^2*(x2+x22/2)); 
    v33 = h*(dltvelrk(v3+v32/2,v1+v12/2,v2+v22/2,w3,w1,w2,rho,B)-g... 
             +2*o2*(v1+v12/2) - o2*o3*(x2+x22/2) + o2^2*(x3+x32/2+RE/R)); 
     
    %% Fourth Terms of RK 
    vl = [v1+v13 v2+v23 v3+v33]-W;                  % Total velocity 
    va = sqrt(sum(vl.^2));                          % Magnitude of velocity 
    for ii=1:3 
        for jj=1:3 
            F(ii,jj) = 1/(2*B)*(rho*(vl(ii)/va*vl*dw(:,jj)+... 
                dw(ii,jj)*va) - drho(jj)*va*vl(ii)); 
            G(ii,jj) = -rho/(2*B)*(vl(ii)*vl(jj)+va^2*krnk(ii,jj))/va; 
        end 
    end 
    F = F + dF; 
    G = G + dG; 
    A = [zeros(3,3) eye(3); F G];                   % Jacobian matrix 
    dz4 = h*A*(z(:,i)+dz3);                         % Mean state vector 
    dZ4 = h*(A*(Z(:,:,i)+dZ3)+(Z(:,:,i)+dZ3)*A');   % Covariance matrix 
    % Positions 
    x14 = h*(v1+v13); 
    x24 = h*(v2+v23); 
    x34 = h*(v3+v33); 
    % Velocities 
    v14 = h*(dltvelrk(v1+v13,v2+v23,v3+v33,w1,w2,w3,rho,B)... 
             -2*(o2*(v3+v33)-o3*(v2+v23)) + O1^2*(x1+x13)); 
    v24 = h*(dltvelrk(v2+v23,v1+v13,v3+v33,w2,w1,w3,rho,B)... 
             -2*o3*(v1+v13) - o2*o3*(x3+x33+RE/R) + o3^2*(x2+x23)); 
    v34 = h*(dltvelrk(v3+v33,v1+v13,v2+v23,w3,w1,w2,rho,B)-g... 
             +2*o2*(v1+v13) - o2*o3*(x2+x23) + o2^2*(x3+x33+RE/R)); 
     
    %% Runge-Kutta: 
    % Positions: 
    x1 = x1 + (x11+2*x12+2*x13+x14)/6; 
    x2 = x2 + (x21+2*x22+2*x23+x24)/6; 
    x3 = x3 + (x31+2*x32+2*x33+x34)/6; 
    % Velocities: 
    v1 = v1 + (v11+2*v12+2*v13+v14)/6; 
    v2 = v2 + (v21+2*v22+2*v23+v24)/6; 
    v3 = v3 + (v31+2*v32+2*v33+v34)/6; 
    % Mean state vector: 
    zz = z(:,i) + (dz1+2*dz2+2*dz3+dz4)/6; 
    % Covariance: 
    ZZ = Z(:,:,i) + (dZ1+2*dZ2+2*dZ3+dZ4)/6; 
     
    %% Stoping the simulation: 
    i=i+1; 
    if x3 <= 0 || i == num 
        grn = i; 
        X(i,:) = [x1 x2 x3]; 
        V(i,:) = [v1 v2 v3]; 
        z(:,i) = zz; 
        Z(:,:,i) = ZZ; 
        clear zz ZZ 
        break; 
    end 
    X(i,:) = [x1 x2 x3]; 
    V(i,:) = [v1 v2 v3]; 
    z(:,i) = zz; 
    Z(:,:,i) = ZZ; 
    clear zz ZZ 
end 
  
%% Coordinates at every instant: 
pos = zeros(grn,3); 
for f=1:grn 
    x = X(f,1); 
    y = X(f,2); 
    zz = X(f,3); 
    pos(f,:) = [x y zz]; 
    clear x y zz 
end 
  
%% Probability Analysis 
c = 0.9999;                     % - Include 99.99% of particles in the 
                                %   probability ellipsoid. 
dlt = chi2inv(c,3);             % - Inverse of the chi-square cumulative  
                                %   distribution function 
ss = 20; 
th = linspace(0,2*pi,ss);       % Azimuth 
ph = linspace(-pi/2,pi/2,ss);   % Elevation 
k = 1; 
  
% Generating a spherical grid: 
xi = zeros(3,ss^2); 
for i=1:ss 
    for j=1:ss 
        xi(:,k) = [sqrt(dlt)*cos(ph(i))*cos(th(j)) 
                   sqrt(dlt)*cos(ph(i))*sin(th(j)) 
                   sqrt(dlt)*sin(ph(i))]; 
        k = k+1; 
    end 
end 
C = [1 0 0 0 0 0 
     0 1 0 0 0 0 
     0 0 1 0 0 0];              % Only position is required. 
  
% Probability Ellipsoids: 
Gg = ones(ss^2,1); 
N = zeros(3,ss^2); 
for i=1:grn 
    x = C*z(:,i); 
    Xx = C*Z(:,:,i)*C'; 
    [U,D] = eig(Xx);            % U = eigen-vectors. D = eigen values 
    for j=1:ss^2 
        N(:,j) = U*sqrt(D)*xi(:,j); 
    end 




%% Estimation of Debris Propagation due to Space Vehicle Breakup 
% Department of Physical Sciences, Embry Riddle Aeronautical University 
  
% Plots and animations for the covariance propagation 
% simulations using Runge-Kutta of order four. 
  
% CODE BY: Juan A. Alvarado Valverde 
% e-mail: alvaradj@my.erau.edu 
% mobile: 386.334.3731 
 




i = 16; 
plot3(X(i,1), X(i,2), X(i,3),'o','MarkerSize',3,'MarkerFaceColor','b') 
p1 = plot3(real(Eta{i}(:,1)),real(Eta{i}(:,2)),real(Eta{i}(:,3)),... 
         'o','MarkerSize',1); 
set(p1,'Color','red') 
text(X(i,1), X(i,2)+0.05, X(i,3)+0.1,['t = ',num2str(i*h)],... 
    'BackgroundColor',[1 1 1]) 
  
i = 80; 
plot3(X(i,1), X(i,2), X(i,3),'o','MarkerSize',3,'MarkerFaceColor','b') 
p2 = plot3(real(Eta{i}(:,1)),real(Eta{i}(:,2)),real(Eta{i}(:,3)),... 
         'o','MarkerSize',1); 
set(p2,'Color','red') 
text(X(i,1), X(i,2)+0.3, X(i,3),['t = ',num2str(i*h)],... 
    'BackgroundColor',[1 1 1]) 
  
i = 300; 
plot3(X(i,1), X(i,2), X(i,3),'o','MarkerSize',3,'MarkerFaceColor','b') 
p3 = plot3(real(Eta{i}(:,1)),real(Eta{i}(:,2)),real(Eta{i}(:,3)),... 
         'o','MarkerSize',1); 
set(p3,'Color','red') 
text(X(i,1), X(i,2)+0.5, X(i,3),['t = ',num2str(i*h)],... 
    'BackgroundColor',[1 1 1]) 
  
i = 1200; 
plot3(X(i,1), X(i,2), X(i,3),'o','MarkerSize',3,'MarkerFaceColor','b') 
p4 = plot3(real(Eta{i}(:,1)),real(Eta{i}(:,2)),real(Eta{i}(:,3)),... 
         'o','MarkerSize',1); 
set(p4,'Color','red') 
text(X(i,1), X(i,2)+0.4, X(i,3),['t = ',num2str(i*h)],... 
    'BackgroundColor',[1 1 1]) 
  
i = grn; 
plot3(X(i,1), X(i,2), X(i,3),'o','MarkerSize',3,'MarkerFaceColor','b') 
p6 = plot3(real(Eta{i}(:,1)),real(Eta{i}(:,2)),real(Eta{i}(:,3)),... 
         'o','MarkerSize',1); 
set(p6,'Color','red') 
text(X(i,1), X(i,2)+0.4, X(i,3),['t = ',num2str(i*h)],... 











i = 1; 
while i<=grn 
    plot3(X(i,1), X(i,2), X(i,3),'o','MarkerSize',2,'MarkerFaceColor','b') 
    hold on 
    p2 = plot3(real(Eta{i}(:,1)),real(Eta{i}(:,2)),real(Eta{i}(:,3)),... 
         'o','MarkerSize',1); 
    set(p2,'Color','red') 
    xlabel('x_1') 
    ylabel('x_2') 
    zlabel('x_3') 
    axis([0 3 -1.5 1.5 0 1.2]) 
    text(0,1,1,['t = ',num2str(i*h),' (min)'],... 
        'BackgroundColor',[1 1 1]) 
    text(0,1,0.8,['x_3 = ',num2str(X(i,3))],... 
        'BackgroundColor',[1 1 1]) 
    view(55, 30) 
    grid on 
    pause(0.01) 
    hold off 
    i = i+4; 
end 
 
%% Function: dltvelrk() 
% To be used when solving for the velocities in RK 
  
function f = dltvelrk(vx,v2,v3,wx,w2,w3,rho,B) 





%% Function: krnk() 
% This function performs the kronecker delta operation 
function x = krnk(i,j) 
if i==j 
    x = 1; 
else 
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